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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sehr Nazir
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:01:33 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Sehr Nazir and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I
live in Anaheim Hills, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation

Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Sehr Nazir

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Siero
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding!!!
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:00:59 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Alan Siero, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I
live in Garden Grove, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George
Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation

Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Alan Siero

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:08:52 AM

-----Original Message----From: Mikyla Reta
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:28 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Mikyla. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Mikyla

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:08:37 AM

-----Original Message----From: Emily Kim
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:08 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Emily Kim. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Emily Kim

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:08:18 AM

-----Original Message----From: Shikhar Gupta
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:00 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Testing. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Testing

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:06:11 AM

-----Original Message----From: Eileen Ahn
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:48 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Eileen. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so
as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Eileen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:08:06 AM

-----Original Message----From: Shivani Patel
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:28 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Shivani Patel. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Shivani Patel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:06:00 AM

From: Madeleine Kristensen
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:55 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan
Brandman <JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring
<LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil
<TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney <cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager
<Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration
<FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Maddy Kristensen. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate
a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The
police refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people
have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not
being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social
safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Maddy Kristensen

-Madeleine Kristensen
University of California, Berkeley

Social Welfare, B.A. | Spanish Language & Literature Minor
May 2020

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:05:45 AM

-----Original Message----From: Angelica Fontillas
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:33 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Angelica F.. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Angelica F.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:55:09 AM

Desiree Flaws
Administrative Assistant to the City Attorney
City of Anaheim
200 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 356
Anaheim, California 92805
Phone: (714) 765-5169
Fax:     (714) 765-5123
Email: dflaws@anaheim.net

To learn more about Anaheim’s
kindness initiatives, visit
anaheim.net/kindness.
“This communication is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed, and may be confidential or privileged
by law. If you are not the intended recipient or you receive this email in error, any review, use, dissemination,
distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited. Please notify the Anaheim City Attorney’s Office of the error
immediately at 714-765-5169 and delete this communication and any attached documents from your system. Thank
you for your cooperation.”

-----Original Message----From: Mursal Bokhari <
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:19 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Mursal Bokhari. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that

Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Mursal Bokhari

Mursal Bokhari

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:54:47 AM

-----Original Message----From: EMILY THOMPSON
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:35 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Emily thompson. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Emily thompson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:54:32 AM

-----Original Message----From: Kendrick Canizales
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:43 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Kendrick Canizales. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Kendrick Canizales

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:54:20 AM

-----Original Message----From: Chase Ramos
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Chase Ramos . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Chase Ramos

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:54:09 AM

-----Original Message----From: Chase Ramos
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Chase Ramos . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Chase Ramos

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:53:58 AM

-----Original Message----From: Chase Ramos <
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Chase Ramos . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Chase Ramos

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:53:49 AM

-----Original Message----From: Chase Ramos
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Chase Ramos . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Chase Ramos

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:53:34 AM

-----Original Message----From: Kimberly Rodriguez
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Kimberly Rodriguez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Rodriguez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:53:03 AM

-----Original Message----From: Kathia Nogueda
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Kathia Nogueda. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Kathia Nogueda

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:53:17 AM

-----Original Message----From: Shivani Desai
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:36 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Shivani Desai. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Shivani Desai

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:52:44 AM

-----Original Message----From: Jaztyne Lim
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:44 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Jaztyne Lim. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Jaztyne Lim

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:52:30 AM

-----Original Message----From: Valeria Urbiola
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:06 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Valeria Urbiola. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Valeria Urbiola

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:52:14 AM

-----Original Message----From: Brianna Canizales
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Brianna Canizales. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Brianna Canizales

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:52:02 AM

-----Original Message----From: Brianna Canizales
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Brianna Canizales. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Brianna Canizales

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:51:50 AM

-----Original Message----From: Stephanie Canizales
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Stephanie. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Stephanie

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:51:36 AM

-----Original Message----From: Heather Macias
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Heather Macias. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Heather Macias, Ph.D.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:51:23 AM

-----Original Message----From: Heather Macias
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Heather Macias. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Heather Macias, Ph.D.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:51:12 AM

-----Original Message----From: Heather Macias
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Heather Macias. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Heather Macias, Ph.D.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:50:56 AM

-----Original Message----From: Gabby Enriquez <
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:01 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Nessa Enriquez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Nessa Enriquez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:50:39 AM

-----Original Message----From: Sabrina Diez
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:02 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Sabrina Diez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Sabrina Diez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:49:54 AM

-----Original Message----From: Sabrina Diez
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:02 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Sabrina Diez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Sabrina Diez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:49:31 AM

From: Zyanya Meeks <
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:31 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan
Brandman <JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring
<LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil
<TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney <cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager
<Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration
<FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Zyanya Meeks. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community,
and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the
city’s budget is going to the police department. This does not align with the values that I have
as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work together to draft and
approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute
necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force,
especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold
their own accountable and this is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that
has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed for unemployment.
Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need
more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to
initiatives that Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and
mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling
due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation Our nation is
grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who
have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows
what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't
receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Zyanya Meeks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:49:02 AM

-----Original Message----From: Sabrina Diez
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:15 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Sabrina Diez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Sabrina Diez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:48:33 AM

-----Original Message----From: Diana Herrera
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:47:59 AM

Desiree Flaws
Administrative Assistant to the City Attorney
City of Anaheim
200 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 356
Anaheim, California 92805
Phone: (714) 765-5169
Fax:     (714) 765-5123
Email: dflaws@anaheim.net

To learn more about Anaheim’s
kindness initiatives, visit
anaheim.net/kindness.
“This communication is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed, and may be confidential or privileged
by law. If you are not the intended recipient or you receive this email in error, any review, use, dissemination,
distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited. Please notify the Anaheim City Attorney’s Office of the error
immediately at 714-765-5169 and delete this communication and any attached documents from your system. Thank
you for your cooperation.”

-----Original Message----From: Diana Herrera
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that

Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:47:51 AM

-----Original Message----From: Diana Herrera
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:47:41 AM

-----Original Message----From: Diana Herrera
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:47:31 AM

-----Original Message----From: Diana Herrera
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:47:21 AM

-----Original Message----From: Diana Herrera
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:47:08 AM

-----Original Message----From: Arsal Bokhari
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:01 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Arsal Bokhari. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Arsal Bokhari

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:46:36 AM

-----Original Message----From: Michelle De
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:39 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Michelle DeSantis. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Michelle DeSantis

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:46:22 AM

-----Original Message----From: Scott Nguyen
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:06 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>;
Stephen Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk
<cityclerk@anaheim.net>; _Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Scott Nguyen. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Scott Nguyen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:09:04 AM

From: Ryan Stekkinger <
Sent: Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:40 PM
To: City Attorney <cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>; City
Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; _Finance
Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>; Harry Sidhu (Mayor)
<HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman <JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno
<JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen Faessel
<SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Ryan Stekkinger. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community,
and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the
city’s budget is going to the police department. This does not align with the values that I have
as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work together to draft and
approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute
necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force,
especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold
their own accountable and this is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that
has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed for unemployment.
Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need
more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to
initiatives that Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and
mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling
due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation. Our nation is
grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who
have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows
what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't
receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the
ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely, Ryan Stekkinger

From:
To:
Date:

Emily Johnson
Public Comment
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:36:24 AM

To whom it may concern,
I understand there's a budget proposal to cut 20% of the community service budget. Now,
more than ever, our children need after school programs, need the employees at the library
who read to them, need to be safe and taken care of by our community.
Please do not cut the community services budget.
Please do not give the police more money for surveillance.
After school programs and library programs are perfect examples of how to build strong
communities without the need for police intervention.
Redistribute the budget. Do not cut our community service programs.
Thank you,
Emily Johnson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Choungie Bravo
Public Comment
Concerns about Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:42:47 AM

I'm Adrian Bravo, I lived in Anaheim for 17 years. I graduated at Magnolia High school, and I
want to talk to you about the arts just a little bit.
The art programs in Anaheim are really good! Trust me, I've seen some amazing things! But
the schools campuses for the arts, is not. Magnolia high school, one of the lowest funded
schools in the district. It seems like it is. I was in the marching band all 4 years of high school.
I would love it if a percentage of the funds for the police department went towards the art
programs in the more poor high schools. Whether that be theatre, art, choir, band, marching
band, color guard, and dance.
These are such important programs to me. Please reconsider where the funds go. Schools need
it way more.
Thank you for your time!,
Adrian Bravo

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rihab Beituni
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:04:02 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Rihab Beituni, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim.
I live in Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd
have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality
against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to reallocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education (public schools),
homelessness(prevention and support), affordable housing, public parks (playgrounds &
walking tracks) and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality
in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds

Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Rihab Beituni

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tiffany Moo
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:48:25 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Tiffany, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim.
I live in Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George
Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti
recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to reallocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:

Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Tiffany

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Suha Sattar
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:45:03 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is [NAME], and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live
in Anaheim, Ca. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against
black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to reallocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Suha Sartre

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Yi-An Hsieh
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:09:49 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Yi-An Hsieh and I am writing on behalf of myself, as a resident of the city, and
the citizens of Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd
have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality
against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to reallocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Yi-An Hsieh

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rosa Murillo
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:34:59 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Rosa Murillo, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim.
I live in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George
Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Rosa Murillo, MSW

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tabitha Lynne
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Jordan Brandman; Denise Barnes; Lucille Kring; Jose Moreno; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:33:42 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Tabitha Martinez and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Tabitha Martinez

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kayla Alarcon
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:04:35 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Kayla Alarcon, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. I live in Irvine, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George
Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Kayla Alarcon

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

lauren price
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:52:21 PM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Lauren Price, and I am taking time out of my day to express my, and many
others of Anaheim’s, demands for the future regarding police funding. I live in Anaheim
Hills, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against
black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to reallocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department. It’s NOT okay for our “protectors”
to only be half good at their job. The people of Anaheim deserve better.

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead

make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Lauren Price

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Saba Johnson
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:25:22 PM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Saba J., and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live
in LA, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black
people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut
funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a
portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Next, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish
the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder
efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a
single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,

Saba J.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Savera Bholat
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:13:52 AM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Savera Bholat, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA.The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Savera Bholat

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gianna Furumoto
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Demanding Decrease in Police Funding
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:43:16 PM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Gianna, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live
in Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against
black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to reallocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Gianna

Gianna Furumoto
| UCLA 2020
Outgoing Project Manager | ASCE at UCLA Timber Design-Build
Civil & Environmental Engineering B.S.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Geoff Palomino
Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
The Funding has Got to Go (Down)
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:10:34 PM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Geoffrey Palomino, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. I live in Escondido, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel
Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the
Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim
PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in
2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was
“disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case
of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that
Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family.
Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and
remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our
streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen
and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is
not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to
prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget,
approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger
portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental
health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By
focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime,
and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish
the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder
efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single
act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If

the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be
able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns
in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Geoffrey Palomino

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erik Varho
Public Comment
City Budget
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:58:39 AM

Hello,
I was born and raised in Anaheim. I grew up using the Anaheim public library system. Going to readings as a small
child at the Euclid branch. Participating in after school programs at the Central branch. One of my first jobs was a
page at the Haskett branch. A huge resource for my family and I that we always relied on and deeply appreciated.
I understand that Anaheim is currently considering cutting 20% of the community service budget. This is
unacceptable.
The budget for the police exceeds $150 million? 15 times the budget for community development. This is
unacceptable.
Our police do not need more military grade gear and weapons to use against its citizens. My friends who work in
Anaheim’s after school programs need to keep their jobs.
Imagine how many programs that serve the community could be bolstered via a 25% reduction in the police budget.
That’s approximately $37,500,000.
Fund our libraries. Fund our school. Fund mental health services. Defund the police.
Best,
Erik Varho
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher Philip
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:56:25 PM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Christopher Philip, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City
fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the
2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City
of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Christopher Philip

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hadee Makda
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O"Neil
Decrease Police Funding
Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:09:11 PM

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Hadee Makda, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. I live in Anaheim District 6 and was a 2018 Council Member for a Day for
Anaheim's Youth in Government Day. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and
George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of
police violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men,
Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of
the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot
at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you
remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the
case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to
rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the
Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to
protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired
Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018
incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of
Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed
Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a
larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and
mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our
neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.

Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to
diminish the role of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively
hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits
a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the
incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and
should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We
call on Anaheim to:

Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds

Require De-escalation

Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting

Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles

Implement Use of Force Continuum

Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these
concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our
citizens.
Best,
Hadee Makda.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Sepulveda
Public Comment
DO NOT CUT COMMUNITY SERVICE BUDGET
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:02:29 AM

We are seeing now more than ever how misappropriation of funds are ruining Anaheim. The
police department needs to have their funding redirected into programs such as these so we
can build a better community. Do the right thing.
With respect,
Adam Sepulveda

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd:
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:16:24 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: Whoop whoop
Date: June 6, 2020 at 10:59:44 PM PDT
To: Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>

Dear Mrs. Barnes,
My name is Merly and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask you to
reconsider the proposed budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply
about making our community safer, and I believe that allocating 42% of the city’s
general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will hurt the citizenry more than
it already has. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim
police officers. 61% of those people who were killed by the police department
were Latino and 12% were Black. Additionally, most of these deaths have
occurred in Districts two, three, four, and five. According to census data, these
four districts have a high concentration of Latinos and is generally low-income.
However, District Six has only ever experienced one homicide during the period
of 2003-2016. As you can see, this data suggests that the Anaheim Police
Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and I am disappointed
to see this kind of discrimination in my city. This kind of systemic racism is what
will continue to plague the city if nothing is changed. Instead of allocating a
majority of the city’s proposed general fund to the police department, the money
should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined
by the proposed city budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. In case the message has not
been clear, let me take some time to clarify. Defund the police. You have the
power to edit, revise, and the city’s proposed budget, and I personally believe the
citizens of Anaheim could use as many resources as possible especially in a time
of a global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.
Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: Anaheim
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:16:10 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: isaac membreno
Date: June 6, 2020 at 11:05:46 PM PDT
To: Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>
Subject: Anaheim

Dear Mrs. Barnes,
My name is Isaac and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask you to
reconsider the proposed budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply
about making our community safer, and I believe that allocating 42% of the city’s
general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will hurt the citizenry more than
it already has. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim
police officers. 61% of those people who were killed by the police department
were Latino and 12% were Black. Additionally, most of these deaths have
occurred in Districts two, three, four, and five. According to census data, these
four districts have a high concentration of Latinos and is generally low-income.
However, District Six has only ever experienced one homicide during the period
of 2003-2016. As you can see, this data suggests that the Anaheim Police
Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and I am disappointed
to see this kind of discrimination in my city. This kind of systemic racism is what
will continue to plague the city if nothing is changed. Instead of allocating a
majority of the city’s proposed general fund to the police department, the money
should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined
by the proposed city budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. In case the message has not
been clear, let me take some time to clarify. Defund the police. You have the
power to edit, revise, and the city’s proposed budget, and I personally believe the
citizens of Anaheim could use as many resources as possible especially in a time
of a global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.

Thank you,
Isaac

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: budget
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:15:43 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: Valeria Soto
Date: June 6, 2020 at 11:11:10 PM PDT
To: Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>
Subject: budget

Dear Mrs. Barnes
My name is Valeria Soto and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask you
to reconsider the proposed budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply
about making our community safer, and I believe that allocating 42% of the city’s
general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will hurt the citizenry more than
it already has. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim
police officers. 61% of those people who were killed by the police department
were Latino and 12% were Black. Additionally, most of these deaths have
occurred in Districts two, three, four, and five. According to census data, these
four districts have a high concentration of Latinos and is generally low-income.
However, District Six has only ever experienced one homicide during the period
of 2003-2016. As you can see, this data suggests that the Anaheim Police
Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and I am disappointed
to see this kind of discrimination in my city. This kind of systemic racism is what
will continue to plague the city if nothing is changed. Instead of allocating a
majority of the city’s proposed general fund to the police department, the money
should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined
by the proposed city budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. In case the message has not
been clear, let me take some time to clarify. Defund the police. You have the
power to edit, revise, and the city’s proposed budget, and I personally believe the
citizens of Anaheim could use as many resources as possible especially in a time
of a global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.
Thank you, Valeria Soto.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: Defund police
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:15:34 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: liljdabscrazy
Date: June 7, 2020 at 8:43:39 AM PDT
To: Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>
Subject: Defund police

Dear Mrs. Barnes,
My name is Julio Saul Luna and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask
you to reconsider the proposed budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care
deeply about making our community safer, and I believe that allocating 42% of
the city’s general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will hurt the citizenry
more than it already has. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty
Anaheim police officers. 61% of those people who were killed by the police
department were Latino and 12% were Black. Additionally, most of these deaths
have occurred in Districts two, three, four, and five. According to census data,
these four districts have a high concentration of Latinos and is generally lowincome. However, District Six has only ever experienced one homicide during the
period of 2003-2016. As you can see, this data suggests that the Anaheim Police
Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and I am disappointed
to see this kind of discrimination in my city. This kind of systemic racism is what
will continue to plague the city if nothing is changed. Instead of allocating a
majority of the city’s proposed general fund to the police department, the money
should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined
by the proposed city budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. In case the message has not
been clear, let me take some time to clarify. Defund the police. You have the
power to edit, revise, and the city’s proposed budget, and I personally believe the
citizens of Anaheim could use as many resources as possible especially in a time
of a global pandemic. The city should help its
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: ORANGE COUNTY: RESTRUCTURE THE BUDGET AND DEFUND THE POLICE NOW.
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:30:19 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: Celeste Maldonado
Date: June 4, 2020 at 3:56:06 PM PDT
To: "Michelle.steel@ocgov.com" <Michelle.steel@ocgov.com>
Cc: "Andrew.do@ocgov.com" <Andrew.do@ocgov.com>,
"Donald.wagner@ocgov.com" <Donald.wagner@ocgov.com>,
"Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com" <Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com>,
"Jbradman@anaheim.net" <Jbradman@anaheim.net>, Denise Barnes
<DBarnes@anaheim.net>, Annie Mezzacappa <AMezzacappa@anaheim.net>,
"Cityhall@buenapark.com" <Cityhall@buenapark.com>,
"Fsmith@buenapark.com" <Fsmith@buenapark.com>, "Eswitf@buenapark.com"
<Eswitf@buenapark.com>, "Spark@buenapark.com" <Spark@buenapark.com>,
"Abrown@buenapark.com" <Abrown@buenapark.com>
Subject: ORANGE COUNTY: RESTRUCTURE THE BUDGET AND
DEFUND THE POLICE NOW.
M
 y name is Celeste Maldonado. I am a resident of Orange County and I am
emailing to demand the restructuring of the budget in all Orange County cities, so
as to prioritize more social services for communities, and to drastically minimize
spending on Police.
I demand of the mayor, controller, and all city council members to prove their
love and dedication to the people of their city and reallocate funds to directly
benefit those in need.
It is absolutely absurd that 50 million of our tax dollars are going to the police
force and only 9 million is allocated towards community development. We
deserve better than this.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now
more than ever. Just this last fiscal year of 2019 Orange County sheriff’s officials
outspent their revenue budget by $33 million – prompting county supervisors to
pull millions of dollars from other departments like the Health Care Agency to
cover the shortfall. Mean while these healthcare workers have to so to work with
out proper PPE equipment during a nationwide pandemic.
It is clear that we need change and that the way these funds are being spend and

overspend needs to change. There are communities who desperately need funding
and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have
died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Celeste Maldonado

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: ORANGE COUNTY: RESTRUCTURE THE BUDGET AND DEFUND THE POLICE NOW.
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:31:15 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: Raquel Balistreri
>
Date: June 4, 2020 at 6:11:37 PM PDT
To: "Michelle.steel@ocgov.com" <Michelle.steel@ocgov.com>
Cc: "Andrew.do@ocgov.com" <Andrew.do@ocgov.com>,
"Donald.wagner@ocgov.com" <Donald.wagner@ocgov.com>,
"Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com" <Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com>,
"Jbradman@anaheim.net" <Jbradman@anaheim.net>, Denise Barnes
<DBarnes@anaheim.net>, Annie Mezzacappa <AMezzacappa@anaheim.net>,
"Cityhall@buenapark.com" <Cityhall@buenapark.com>,
"Fsmith@buenapark.com" <Fsmith@buenapark.com>, "Eswitf@buenapark.com"
<Eswitf@buenapark.com>, "Spark@buenapark.com" <Spark@buenapark.com>,
"Abrown@buenapark.com" <Abrown@buenapark.com>
Subject: ORANGE COUNTY: RESTRUCTURE THE BUDGET AND
DEFUND THE POLICE NOW.
M
 y name is Raquel Balistreri. I am a resident of Orange County and I am
emailing to demand the restructuring of the budget in all Orange County cities, so
as to prioritize more social services for communities, and to drastically minimize
spending on Police.
I demand of the mayor, controller, and all city council members to prove their
love and dedication to the people of their city and reallocate funds to directly
benefit those in need.
It is absolutely absurd that 50 million of our tax dollars are going to the police
force and only 9 million is allocated towards community development. We
deserve better than this.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now
more than ever. Just this last fiscal year of 2019 Orange County sheriff’s officials
outspent their revenue budget by $33 million – prompting county supervisors to
pull millions of dollars from other departments like the Health Care Agency to
cover the shortfall. Mean while these healthcare workers have to so to work with
out proper PPE equipment during a nationwide pandemic.
It is clear that we need change and that the way these funds are being spend and

overspend needs to change. There are communities who desperately need funding
and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have
died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Raquel Balistreri
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: ORANGE COUNTY: RESTRUCTURE THE BUDGET AND DEFUND THE POLICE NOW.
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:29:27 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: Mary Frazier
Date: June 4, 2020 at 9:47:29 PM PDT
To: "Michelle.steel@ocgov.com" <Michelle.steel@ocgov.com>
Cc: "Andrew.do@ocgov.com" <Andrew.do@ocgov.com>,
"Donald.wagner@ocgov.com" <Donald.wagner@ocgov.com>,
"Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com" <Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com>,
"Jbradman@anaheim.net" <Jbradman@anaheim.net>, Denise Barnes
<DBarnes@anaheim.net>, Annie Mezzacappa <AMezzacappa@anaheim.net>,
"Cityhall@buenapark.com" <Cityhall@buenapark.com>,
"Fsmith@buenapark.com" <Fsmith@buenapark.com>, "Eswitf@buenapark.com"
<Eswitf@buenapark.com>, "Spark@buenapark.com" <Spark@buenapark.com>,
"Abrown@buenapark.com" <Abrown@buenapark.com>
Subject: ORANGE COUNTY: RESTRUCTURE THE BUDGET AND
DEFUND THE POLICE NOW.
M
 y name is [insert name]. I am a resident of Orange County and I am emailing to
demand the restructuring of the budget in all Orange County cities, so as to
prioritize more social services for communities, and to drastically minimize
spending on Police.
I demand of the mayor, controller, and all city council members to prove their
love and dedication to the people of their city and reallocate funds to directly
benefit those in need.
It is absolutely absurd that 50 million of our tax dollars are going to the police
force and only 9 million is allocated towards community development. We
deserve better than this.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now
more than ever. Just this last fiscal year of 2019 Orange County sheriff’s officials
outspent their revenue budget by $33 million – prompting county supervisors to
pull millions of dollars from other departments like the Health Care Agency to
cover the shortfall. Mean while these healthcare workers have to so to work with
out proper PPE equipment during a nationwide pandemic.
It is clear that we need change and that the way these funds are being spend and

overspend needs to change. There are communities who desperately need funding
and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have
died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
[your name]
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Barnes
Public Comment
Fwd: Restructure budget and DEFUND THE POLICE
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:30:18 AM

Denise Barnes
Anaheim City Councilwoman
Begin forwarded message:
From: Raquel Balistreri
Date: June 4, 2020 at 6:09:28 PM PDT
To: "Michelle.steel@ocgov.com" <Michelle.steel@ocgov.com>
Cc: "Andrew.do@ocgov.com" <Andrew.do@ocgov.com>,
"Donald.wagner@ocgov.com" <Donald.wagner@ocgov.com>,
"Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com" <Lisa.bartlett@ocgov.com>,
"Jbradman@anaheim.net" <Jbradman@anaheim.net>, Denise Barnes
<DBarnes@anaheim.net>, Annie Mezzacappa <AMezzacappa@anaheim.net>,
"Cityhall@buenapark.com" <Cityhall@buenapark.com>,
"Fsmith@buenapark.com" <Fsmith@buenapark.com>, "Eswitf@buenapark.com"
<Eswitf@buenapark.com>, "Spark@buenapark.com" <Spark@buenapark.com>,
"Abrown@buenapark.com" <Abrown@buenapark.com>
Subject: Restructure budget and DEFUND THE POLICE
My name is Raquel Balistreri. I am a resident of Orange County and I am
emailing to demand the restructuring of the budget in all Orange County cities, so
as to prioritize more social services for communities, and to drastically minimize
spending on Police.
I demand of the mayor, controller, and all city council members to prove their
love and dedication to the people of their city and reallocate funds to directly
benefit those in need.
It is absolutely absurd that 50 million of our tax dollars are going to the police
force and only 9 million is allocated towards community development. We
deserve better than this.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now
more than ever. Just this last fiscal year of 2019 Orange County sheriff’s officials
outspent their revenue budget by $33 million – prompting county supervisors to
pull millions of dollars from other departments like the Health Care Agency to
cover the shortfall. Mean while these healthcare workers have to so to work with
out proper PPE equipment during a nationwide pandemic.
It is clear that we need change and that the way these funds are being spend and
overspend needs to change. There are communities who desperately need funding

and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have
died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Raquel Balistreri
Sent from my iPhone

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Blanca Navarro
Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:35 PM
Public Comment
6/9/20 Council Meeting

Anaheim City Council,
My name is Blanca Navarro and Anaheim is where I’ve called home and attended school all my life. My
parents are homeowners in Anaheim, my sister works in Anaheim and it is where I’m looking to buy my first
house too. Anaheim is the home that I love – but it has a lot of work to do.
First and foremost, I ask that you DEFUND THE POLICE FORCE. APD receives far too large of a budget
every year and enough is enough. That taxpayer money can and should be used to better serve the community
and youth in so many other ways: after school programs, scholarships, arts, park beautification to name just a
few. At the very least, please start by cutting APD budget in HALF every year.
Secondly, I am disappointed in the curfew that was set this month. The curfew enforcement was a waste of
resources, time and money. Along with being an infringement on freedom to assembly, I find it completely
useless. I am sick of our hard earned and hefty taxpayer money being used so poorly. And, I’m sick of
helicopters over my home every night. The protests never once bothered me, but the curfew enforcement has.
I want to keep our community safe. I want crime to decrease. I want Anaheim to be a place for families, and
tourism. But what I do not want is our taxpayer money and property taxes going into what we as a community
do not want and do not need.
All my best,
Blanca
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daisy Avalos
Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:52 PM
Public Comment
Defund the Police

My name is Daisy Avalos and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask you to reconsider the proposed
budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply about making our community safer, and I believe that
allocating 42% of the city’s general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will continue and increase harm to
our citizens. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim police officers. 61% of those
people who were killed by the police department were Latino, and 12% were Black, representing 73% of the
deaths due to APD actions. Additionally, most of these deaths occurred in Districts two, three, four, and five.
Census data shows these four districts having a high concentration of Latinos and is generally low-income. On
the other hand, District Six has only ever experienced one death due to APD during the period of 2003-2016. It
is evident that the Anaheim Police Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and I am
disappointed to see this kind of systemic discrimination in my city. Systemic racism will continue to plague the
city if here is no substantial change. Stop allocating the majority of the city’s proposed general fund to the
police department, year after year there have been increases to this budget item & it continues to dominate the
budget allocation despite reductions due to covid19. About 42% is still proposed to be allocated to police, the
money should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined by the proposed city
budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. Defund the police. Throughout Southern California we are calling for more
police accountability and you have shown that you would rather dominate the streets with force than provide
space to discuss the matter. Use your power to edit and revise the city’s proposed budget, quit funding
draconian overreach by our militarized police force and provide the citizens of Anaheim with as many resources
as possible to endure the global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.
Thank you.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Thuy-Tien Bui
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:00 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil

My name is Thuy-Tien Bui, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Orange, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other
POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Thuy-Tien Bui
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-Thuy-Tien Bui
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

William Camargo
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:42 PM
Public Comment
William Camargo/Public Comment

My name is William Camargo and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing in deep concern for the health of
the greater Anaheim community. It has become more than clear that a radical shift in our concept of policing
and community health must take place at the local level. Police violence in Anaheim has disproportionately
affected Black and Brown residents and that must come to an end.
The United States does not have a national healthcare system. Instead, we have the largest military budget,
and some of the most well-funded and militarized police departments in the world. Anaheim is no different: the
2019-2020 budget allocated $153.8 million to law enforcement and only $1 million to community development.
Anaheim is the 9th most violent police department in the U.S. From 2003-2016, Anaheim Police Department
killed 33 people during the process of arrest, and nearly 40% of them were unarmed. Since 2014, the rate of
arrest-related deaths caused by Anaheim PD exceeds that of LAPD, NYPD, and San Fran PD and is 74%
higher than the average for police in California.
WE DEMAND that the city council not approve “Resolution 19” that would spend $700,000 dollars of taxpayer
money on surveillance technology of anti-police brutality protests and that any future projects related to
surveillance be halted. We also demand the council not to approve "Resolution 5" that will use $100,000 to
improve 10 police vehicles. Furthermore, we are calling on our elected officials to stop criminalizing our
community members and we refuse to remain silent on the use of technology to further terrorize our
community. Instead, invest that money in creating programs that benefit and enrich the community especially
during a global pandemic.

------------------------------------------------------William Camargo Claudio
Visual Artist/Educator/Organizer/Arts Advocate
Commissioner of Heritage and Culture, Anaheim
Teaching Artist Fellow, ARMORY Center for the Arts
Claremont Graduate University, MFA '20
NALAC Advocacy Leadership Institute '20
Sonneman Photography Prize, CGU
www.williamcamargo.com

Chicano Art Then and Now(panel participant), March 7th 1-2pm, Riverside Art Museum
A Trace Is Not A Map, Jan 25-March 7, Irvine Fine Arts Center
Xicanx: New Visions, Feb 13- June 28th, Centro De Artes, San Antonio
Origins & Displacements, March 29-April 3, East Gallery, CGU
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CJ Miller
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:59 AM
Public Comment
Public comment on budget allocations

To the Anaheim City Council:
My name is CJ Miller and I am a resident of Glassell Park, Los Angeles. I am writing in deep concern for the
health of the greater Anaheim community. It has become more than clear that a radical shift in our concept of
policing and community health is needed at the municipal level. Police violence in Anaheim has
disproportionately affected Black and Brown residents and that must come to an end.
The United States does not have a national healthcare system. Instead, we have the largest military budget, and
some of the most well-funded and militarized police departments in the world. Anaheim is no different: the
2019-2020 budget allocated $153.8 million to law enforcement and only $1 million to community
development.
Anaheim is the 9th most violent police department in the U.S. From 2003-2016, Anaheim Police Department
killed 33 people during the process of arrest, and nearly 40% of them were unarmed. Since 2014, the rate of
arrest-related deaths caused by Anaheim PD exceeds that of LAPD, NYPD, and San Fran PD and is 74% higher
than the average for police in California.
WE DEMAND that the city council not approve “Resolution 19” that would spend $700,000 dollars of taxpayer
money on surveillance technology of anti-police brutality protests and that any future projects related to
surveillance be halted. We also DEMAND that the council not approve "Resolution 5" that will use $100,000 to
improve 10 police vehicles. Instead, invest that money in creating programs that benefit and enrich the
community especially during a global pandemic.
We are calling on our elected officials to stop criminalizing our community members. We as a concerned
community refuse to remain silent on the use of technology to further terrorize our community.
CJ Miller
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Nguyen
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:06:07 PM

Hello,
My name is Scott Nguyen. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Scott Nguyen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle De
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:39:05 PM

Hello,
My name is Michelle DeSantis. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Michelle DeSantis

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arsal Bokhari
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 5:01:22 PM

Hello,
My name is Arsal Bokhari. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Arsal Bokhari

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Herrera
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 2:05:06 PM

Hello,
My name is Diana Herrera. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Diana Herrera

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sabrina Diez
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:15:28 PM

Hello,
My name is Sabrina Diez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Sabrina Diez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zyanya Meeks
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:31:23 PM

Hello,
My name is Zyanya Meeks. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community,
and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the
city’s budget is going to the police department. This does not align with the values that I have
as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work together to draft and
approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute
necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force,
especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold
their own accountable and this is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that
has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed for unemployment.
Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need
more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to
initiatives that Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and
mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling
due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation Our nation is
grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who
have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows
what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't
receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Zyanya Meeks

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sabrina Diez
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:01:40 PM

Hello,
My name is Sabrina Diez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Sabrina Diez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gabby Enriquez
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:00:39 PM

Hello,
My name is Nessa Enriquez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Nessa Enriquez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Macias
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:17:59 AM

Hello,
My name is Heather Macias. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Heather Macias, Ph.D.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Canizales
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:17:26 AM

Hello,
My name is Stephanie. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Stephanie

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brianna Canizales
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:13:57 AM

Hello,
My name is Brianna Canizales. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Brianna Canizales

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valeria Urbiola
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 11:06:15 AM

Hello,
My name is Valeria Urbiola. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Valeria Urbiola

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jaztyne Lim
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:43:41 AM

Hello,
My name is Jaztyne Lim. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Jaztyne Lim

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shivani Desai
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:35:59 AM

Hello,
My name is Shivani Desai. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Shivani Desai

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathia Nogueda
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:30:53 AM

Hello,
My name is Kathia Nogueda. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Kathia Nogueda

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Rodriguez
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:17:26 AM

Hello,
My name is Kimberly Rodriguez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Rodriguez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chase Ramos
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 10:01:35 AM

Hello,
My name is Chase Ramos . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Chase Ramos

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kendrick Canizales
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:43:00 AM

Hello,
My name is Kendrick Canizales. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Kendrick Canizales

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

EMILY THOMPSON
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:34:50 AM

Hello,
My name is Emily thompson. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Emily thompson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mursal Bokhari
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 1:18:58 AM

Hello,
My name is Mursal Bokhari. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Mursal Bokhari

Mursal Bokhari

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angelica Fontillas
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Sunday, June 7, 2020 12:33:18 AM

Hello,
My name is Angelica F.. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Angelica F.

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Madeleine Kristensen
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:55:22 PM

Hello,
My name is Maddy Kristensen. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate
a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The
police refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people
have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not
being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social
safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Maddy Kristensen

-Madeleine Kristensen
University of California, Berkeley
Social Welfare, B.A. | Spanish Language & Literature Minor
May 2020

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Ahn
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:48:35 PM

Hello,
My name is Eileen. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so
as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Eileen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shivani Patel
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:27:45 PM

Hello,
My name is Shivani Patel. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Shivani Patel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shikhar Gupta
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 11:00:26 PM

Hello,
My name is Testing. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Testing

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Kim
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:07:53 PM

Hello,
My name is Emily Kim. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Emily Kim

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mikyla Reta
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 7:28:13 PM

Hello,
My name is Mikyla. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them
directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have
filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19
Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have
yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens.
Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Mikyla

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Stekkinger
City Attorney; City Clerk; City Manager; Denise Barnes; _Finance Administration; Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Jordan
Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor O"Neil
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Saturday, June 6, 2020 6:40:28 PM

Hello,
My name is Ryan Stekkinger. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community,
and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the
city’s budget is going to the police department. This does not align with the values that I have
as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work together to draft and
approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute
necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force,
especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold
their own accountable and this is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that
has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed for unemployment.
Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need
more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to
initiatives that Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and
mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling
due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation. Our nation is
grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who
have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows
what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't
receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the
ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely, Ryan Stekkinger

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yautenzi Castro
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O"Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk
We Need a Budget That Represents US
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:37:58 AM

Hello,
My name is Yautenzi Castro. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to
drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is
going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other
city officials work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police
department and reallocates them directly to benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever.
Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People
and their communities. The police refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40
million people have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and
essential workers are not being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We
don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better
off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks
Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public
transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police
officers who have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it
knows what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they
don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the
ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Yautenzi Castro

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harnadar Anand
Saturday, June 6, 2020 10:57 AM
Public Comment
June 9th meeting public comment

Hello,
My name is Harnadar Anand, and I am a resident of Anaheim since 2003. I call upon the City of Anaheim to
end the inherent structural problems within law enforcement. Specifically, I believe the police budget should be
slashed by a minimum 30%. Those funds should be reallocated to public health and social services as we
experience a pandemic. Furthermore, I encourage the City of Anaheim to end the use of police chokeholds,
disband police unions, end qualified immunity for police, and implement a licensing procedure those in law
enforcement.
Thank you for taking my comments.
Harnadar Anand
Zip Code 92808
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lee Thorne <f
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:18 AM
Public Comment
BUDGET

Hello,
My name is Lee. I am emailing to demand the restructuring of the Anaheim city budget, so as to prioritize more
social services for communities, and to drastically minimize spending on Police.
I demand of the mayor, controller, and all city council members to prove their love and dedication to the people
of their city and reallocate funds to directly benefit those in need.
It is absolutely absurd that the police budget is larger than the allocations to the fire department, Office of
Emergency Management, Department of Transportation, Bureau of Street Services, and the Housing and
Community Investment Agency combined.
While Anaheim PD has more funding than it knows what to do with, there are communities who desperately
need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. You have the ability to change
this, so do it. Please defund the police and re-invest that money into social services that serve and better the
COMMUNITY, since we're the ones paying for it.
Sincerely,
Lee Thorne
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sam Terreri
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:59 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Sam, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California . The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget
away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Sam
1

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ANDREW MOSHER
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:23 AM
Public Comment
Budget Reform Request

I am a patron of the Anaheim Public Library.
I am emailing as a concerned citizen in regards to the City Budgets for Anaheim. There are
currently cuts planned for 20% of the community service budget.
Consequently, this means money drawn away from after-school-education including many other
services offered at the library. I implore you to reconsider these said budget cuts.
Additionally, I encourage you to adopt budget cuts per The City of Anaheim in looking into giving
Anaheim PD more money for security surveillance. Anaheim PD doesn't need more money.
Inversely, They need no money from tax payers.
Thank you.
Best,
Andrew Mosher
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:30 AM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

From: Yautenzi Castro
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 9:38 AM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Yautenzi Castro. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Yautenzi Castro
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DDT36
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:31 AM
Public Comment
Community service budget

Dear city of Anaheim
I have become aware that the community service budget will decrease by 20% and as someone who uses and
believes in the this community I won’t stand for lack of faith for this community now more than ever we need
to our communities more and more for us to have to resources to come together as one and support each other I
hope you can see things that way as well and increase the community service budget.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kayte de la Fuente
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:33 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Kayte de la Fuente and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, Ca. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Kayte de la Fuente
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adrienne Mendoza
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:47 AM
Public Comment
For Council's Consideration (06/09/2020 Meeting)

To Anaheim City Council:
The purpose of the letter is to discourage city employee layoffs. The economic downturn COVID‐19 caused is
undeniable; however, as the city re‐opens, many, if not more, public services will be necessary to ensure that the city is
properly served.
It is to the residents and those who patronage this city that we owe allegiance to protect health and welfare, and to
ensure economic growth. Layoffs would undoubtedly defeat those purposes. Each city job is integral to either promote
health and safety, and/or facilitate business which are reasons why residents choose to live and stay here, and why non‐
residents of the city choose to come and spend their hard earned time and money in our city.
As the social and economic climates shift in this country, major cities, such as ours, will need to prepare themselves for
the onslaught of services the public will need to in order to maintain safety and the upward growth of the city. Many
residents, victims of crimes, voters, families, and business owners may not be adequately served for every position lost
in a layoff.
The pandemic caused a substantial impact; however, layoffs would only perpetuate the negative effects within the city
longer than the pandemic itself. I implore Council to use other measures in an effort to avoid layoffs.
Thank you for your consideration and for the hard work (and decisions) you make for this city.

Sincerely,

Adrienne L. Mendoza

Deputy City Attorney
Anaheim City Attorney’s Office- Prosecution Section
1275 N. Berkeley Ave., Room 400
Fullerton, CA 92832

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed, and
may be confidential or privileged by law. If you are not the intended recipient or you receive this email in
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited. Please notify the Anaheim
City Attorney’s Office of the error immediately at 714-765-5169 and delete this communication and any
attached documents from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

thelawren
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:57 AM
Public Comment
Anaheim Budget

Hi there,
The city of Anaheim is greatly overfunding police with this budget and needs to seriously reprioritize their ways!
Funding education, housing, and city resources that actually serve and protect people of all races & socioeconomic backgrounds needs
to be the new mandate, and will have a dramatic affect on crime. Continuing to perpetrate a cops vs. citizens model disproportionately
targeting our black and brown brothers is not what we need in 2020. Listen to the voices protesting around the world. Change is
coming. Time to invest in that change in your own community.
Thank you,
Lauren McElroy
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

brian ramisch
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:00 AM
Public Comment
Anaheim Budget

Hello,
The city of Anaheim is greatly overfunding police with this budget and needs to seriously reprioritize their ways!
Funding education, housing, and city resources that actually serve and protect people of all races & socioeconomic backgrounds needs
to be the new mandate, and will have a dramatic affect on crime. Continuing to perpetrate a cops vs. citizens model disproportionately
targeting our black and brown brothers is not what we need in 2020. Listen to the voices protesting around the world. Change is
coming. Time to invest in that change in your own community.
Thank you,
Brian Ramisch
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dennise Rivera
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:00 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Dennise Rivera, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
10

Dennise R.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Elena Morales
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:01 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Elena Morales, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
Ca. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Elena Morales
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Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christopher Kent
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:05 AM
Public Comment
More Community Development...Defund the Police

Born and Raised in Anaheim, my wife too. I also worked and for the Anaheim Y for 8 years, and volunteered with their
camps programs for 15 years. I worked predominantly with the teen age group. I bet many Police Officers would be
surprised at what a little love and support and belief in their abilities would do to a marginalized teenager (now add in
racial profiling). More police, and funding for them, isn't helping. Look at what's happening now. And giving them more
funding is telling your community that you don't believe in them, or want them to succeed, because you're putting your
money into an entity that is waiting for them to fail because you believe they will. Communities with more parks, more
enrichment opportunities for youth, more learning programs for parents, more resources to learn and participate and be a
part of something is what makes good humans. MORE money needs to be allocated for those programs and opportunities
and infrastructure...not more police. #DefundThePolice
- Chris Kent
Anaheim Resident
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Foxx
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:07 AM
Public Comment
public comments

As a long term City employee and 22 year City resident, I am writing to encourage you not to lay off any city
employees. The impact on both the employees and the citizens of Anaheim would be disastrous. As a 20 plus year
employee, I would hate to stymie potential growth by putting employees out of work. Many of Anaheim’s employees
are residents of the City and contribute in more than just employment. First, the employees, whether or not they live in
Anaheim, spend money in Anaheim and support ancillary businesses. Second, these employees focus on serving the
needs of the community. Now that things have finally started opening up, citizens are using our services more
often. The need for public safety always exists, but as the economy opens, parks are being utilized, libraries will come
back to life, and people will need to have access to conduct business. Eliminating employees will effect this potential
growth. Cutting jobs and laying off employees would serve to reduce services and, further, the ripple effect of the loss
of money for those families impact everyone. The pandemic has shown us how important community and a sense of
normalcy is. Anaheim is at a crossroads. They can be in the forefront of helping stimulate the economy and its citizens
at the same time.
I would urge you to find a solution that does not involve the loss of jobs for employees. Several possible solutions could
include a temporary reduction in salary, furlough days, sabbatical leaves or retirement incentives. I encourage you to
explore all these and other options before laying off valuable city resources.
Brian R. Foxx
(714)765-1638

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed, and may be

confidential or privileged by law. If you are not the intended recipient or you receive this email in error, any review, use,
dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited. Please notify the Anaheim City Attorney’s Office of the
error immediately at 714‐765‐5169 and delete this communication and any attached documents from your
system. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cynthia Hicks
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:35 AM
Public Comment
No layoffs of City employees

I urge you to NOT include staff layoffs in any plan you propose to balance the 2020‐21 budget.
We have been here serving our public even though our facilities are closed due to COVID19 and our predominately part‐
time workforce in the Library Division will suffer greatly if their income is reduced or removed.
Since the recession of 2009 we have done incrementally more with less: less staff, less books and other materials, and
no capital improvements while increasing our programs and services. We are essential and will be even more so as
Anaheim residents seek jobs, need support for education and our WiFi will be even more necessary while distance
learning continues for many students. Please look at all the ways (in the City Librarians weekly updates to the City
Manager and our stakeholders) that we have continued to support and uplift our community.
Sincerely?
Cynthia Hicks
Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amber Langston
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:24 AM
Public Comment
Community Service Budget

Dear Service Representative,
I am concerned to hear about the community service budget cuts happening in your city. I would love to see
some of the money being allocated to security surveillance for the police force moved to fund community
service and after school education.
I would love for Anaheim to get publicly behind the BLM movement and act as a leader for this nation by
decreasing the funding of your police force and instead allocating those funds to community services, schools,
health services, housing, and shelters for those struggling with homelessness.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
-Amber Langston
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jenna Santa Maria
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:37 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Jenna Santa Maria, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim Hills. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.

Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”

The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.

First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.

Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:








Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.

Best,
Jenna Santa Maria
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meg González
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:44 AM
Public Comment
Defund Anaheim PD

Hello, I am a resident of Anaheim and am disappointed to hear City Council’s plans regarding cutting community service
funds while we are already lacking and funding Anaheim PD even more. I am disappointed because you feel that it’s
more important to fund a violent and racist organization instead of funding community service programs that can keep
people; especially our youth and marginalized folks engaged in our community to help them thrive. I’m disgusted at your
disregard for your people and your constant perpetuation of violence. We need to fund Arts & Community Services and
encourage folks to engage and be excited, instead you’re keeping us distant from each other and making our city cold.
I hope you take this into consideration and think about the future of our city and how good it could be if you encourage
community instead of police violence.
‐Meg González

Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brenda Chavez
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:46 AM
Public Comment
Invest in Our Community

In these times of need, though when is it not times of need for institutionally marginalized people?, I
demand that the people of Anaheim be protected. I DO NOT MEAN ADDING FUNDS TO THE
ANAHEIM POLICE DEPARTMENT! I mean, FUND AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS, FUND
COMMUNITY CENTERS, FUND OUR NEIGHBORHOODS, FUND THE SCHOOLS! AND YOU

HAVE TO DO IT EQUITABLY!!!
Y'all want to keep giving money to the Police Department, an institution
that disproportionately criminalizes Black, Indigenous, and People of Color, but you're trying to cut
down on the community service budget. I don't care that COVID-19 is happening. Y'all want to cut it
down, and then in a couple of years again and again. NO! This is our taxpayer money, and I want to
see it given back to us.
I have lived in my house for almost 18 years, and the street has never been fixed, but if you go to the
predominantly white neighborhood, they get their streets redone every couple of years. My taxpayer
money is benefitting a white neighborhood more than my POC community, and I am done with it.
Also, your gentrification projects are trying to push us out. Y'all love bringing in the money, and then
turn your back on the people that built up this community for you. For you gentrifiers, shame on you.
I'm looking at the people who go into the Packing House because it looks bougie and hipster. Y'all
keep investing in your whiteness and the city condones it. For those of you moving into our
neighborhoods (into those new apartments), but you don't send your children to our schools, shame
on you.
For the City Council Members that support policies and legislation that hurts our community, shame
on you. I want equity policies and legislation coming from you. You can start my allocating OUR
taxpayer money in more socially beneficial programs, not the Police Department.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Misty Thompson
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:49 AM
Public Comment
Comments: City Council Meeting - 6/09/2020 (City Budget impact)

To: City Council Members, City Interim Manager, & Mayor:
I am writing to comment specifically on the City Budget & the shortfall as it impacts City of Anaheim employees
(Furloughs, layoffs, pay reductions).
Can someone address the need for employees to fill in financial shortfalls, when the City Council has made
‐
decisions recently regarding reallocating $6.5 million dollars in funds from the Anaheim Convention Center
reserve to Visit Anaheim for the purpose of Marketing (a non‐city entity that has been getting funding from the
TOT taxes)? ……..especially when those reserve funds could have been used to keep & maintain the City of
Anaheim staff levels …..it is not the fault of the City nor of the City of Anaheim Employees that Visit Anaheim did
not maintain a reserve of their own for emergency purposes to maintain their own staffing levels during an
economic downturn. I sympathize with Visit Anaheim, but do not feel that the sympathy should extend to
impacting City of Anaheim staffing or salary/pay rate levels. Is marketing a $6.5 million necessity in our current
market?
‐ Another item for discussion is the City Council & Mayors decision to remove the City Manager from office at a
cost to the City…..while I don’t know the specifics of the reasoning behind him being asked to step down, I did
hear that this may have cost the City $500K+ in resources due to him leaving before the end of his term. Again –
another reason why it seems inappropriate to ask City of Anaheim employees to pick up the shortfall when the
City apparently has money to spend on items like this during an economic downturn.
‐ Is a 5% reduction in base salary enough of a hit for the Executive team at their level? A $200K impact does not
seem like a very impactful reduction at their salary levels. I’m assuming City of Anaheim employees will not be
asked to take more of a hit than 5% to salary/pay rate impact?
Thank you for your time & consideration.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brynn C
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:02 PM
Public Comment
City Budget

Dear City if Anaheim,
My name is Brynn Campos and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask you to reconsider the proposed
budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply about making our community safer, and I believe that
allocating 42% of the city’s general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will continue and increase harm to
our citizens. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim police officers. 61% of those
people who were killed by the police department were Latino, and 12% were Black, representing 73% of the
deaths due to APD actions. Additionally, most of these deaths occurred in Districts two, three, four, and five.
Census data shows these four districts having a high concentration of Latinos and is generally low-income. On
the other hand, District Six has only ever experienced one death due to APD during the period of 2003-2016. It
is evident that the Anaheim Police Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and I am
disappointed to see this kind of systemic discrimination in my city. Systemic racism will continue to plague the
city if here is no substantial change. Stop allocating the majority of the city’s proposed general fund to the
police department, year after year there have been increases to this budget item & it continues to dominate the
budget allocation despite reductions due to covid19. About 42% is still proposed to be allocated to police, the
money should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined by the proposed city
budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. Defund the police. Throughout Southern California we are calling for more
police accountability and you have shown that you would rather dominate the streets with force than provide
space to discuss the matter. Use your power to edit and revise the city’s proposed budget, quit funding
draconian overreach by our militarized police force and provide the citizens of Anaheim with as many resources
as possible to endure the global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.
Thank you,
Brynn Campos.
-Brynn Campos
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sumayyah Jewell
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:08 PM
Public Comment
Defund Anaheim PD and Support Communities

Dear Anaheim City Council,
I urge you to please restructure the budget, in order to orient funds away from the Anaheim Police Department.
Do not put community services at risk, especially during a public health crisis. Police surveillance and military
grade weapons will not protect communities, and it is the constituents' money that you are disproportionately
putting into the hands of the police. Don't invest in stingrays, begin the process of demilitarizing the police.
Don't continue to endanger your own community members.
Instead, invest in libraries, they are an essential service that help people of all ages. They protect the public and
provide a safe haven in ways that the police rarely do. Turn your attention to public health, Anaheim residents
need access to care during this global health pandemic. Provide funds to education and supporting the school
system. If you cut funding from public services in order to continue to inflate the police budget, you are
promoting the idea that you desire to live in a police controlled state and city. That is unacceptable. Your
constituents are watching and we will vote you out if you make a choice that further harms Anaheim.
Thank you,
Sumayyah Jewell
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Andrea Pascual
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:25 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Andrea Pascual, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Andrea Pascual
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ernesto Gutierrez
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:47 PM
Public Comment
Budget

Hello, my name is Ernesto Gutierrez. I’ve been an Anaheim resident for 21 years, and I love this city with all my heart.
Please reconsider allowing some of the police budget to be used for other services in the city such as better parks, more
mental health resources, and/or other forms of community management. More policing will only make people more
distrustful of our city and of the officials that run it. Thank you for your time.
Best,
Ernesto Gutierrez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Naomi Gruenthal
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:51 PM
Public Comment
budget cuts

Hello Council Members,
These have been extraordinary times. We have been tirelessly working to provide all the services to the citizens of
Anaheim. We want to continue to do the best we can. Since the great depression, the city staff has not increased. We
have been doing more with less colleagues. We are stretched pretty thin. Layoffs will make it almost impossible to meet
your agenda. Please do not lay off employees at this time. Please consider other options maybe closing City hall a couple
of days a month (citywide furlough), continue visiting city hall by appointment only. Thank you for your consideration
and thoughtfulness during these challenging times.

Thank you,

Naomi Gruenthal
Associate Project Planner
Community Services Department

City of Anaheim
200 S. Anaheim Boulevard
Suite 433
Anaheim, CA 92805
T. 714.765.4465
F. 714.765.4454
E. ngruenthal@anaheim.net

"Please consider the environment before printing this email."
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

April Porteneuve
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:55 PM
Public Comment
SAVE COMMUNITY SERVICE FUNDING - DEFUND ANAHEIM POLICE

Cutting the community service budget is unconscionable. The police department is funded almost twice as much
fire/rescue. Reallocate funds to invest in our community. Fix your priorities!
‐April Porteneuve
Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

mariahl
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:55 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Mariah Smith, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in San Diego,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Mariah Smith
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

smeza keegan
Monday, June 8, 2020 12:55 PM
Public Comment
Do not cut 20% off the community service budget

Hello,
I am writing to you all today to request that you revisit your community budget spending and decrease police
funding. Cities need to be investing in community education resources and not increasing police. This will hold
a sustainable and prosperous Anaheim community in the short and long term.
Please do not cut 20% of funding to an already vulnerable population.
Kind regards,
Smeza K.
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lepeka Sagiao
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:41 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Lepeka Uilani Sagiao. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Lepeka Uilani Sagiao

Sent from my iPhone
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Egbert Arias Tranquilino
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:23 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
DEFUND THE POLICE

Hello,
My name is Egbert. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize i.e. cut by 95%,
spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials
work together to draft and approve a budget that HEAVILY diverts funds from the police department and
reallocates them directly to benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an
absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially
directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold their own accountable and this
is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40
million people have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential
workers are not being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police,
we need more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and
cleaner modes of public transportation Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered
at the hands of police officers who have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more
funding than it knows what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they
don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to
change this, so do it.
Sincerest,
Egbert
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kristy MORENO
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:27 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello, My name is Kristy Moreno. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically
minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police
department. This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other
city officials work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and
reallocates them directly to benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an
absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially
directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold their own accountable and this
is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40
million people have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential
workers are not being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police,
we need more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and
cleaner modes of public transportation Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered
at the hands of police officers who have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more
funding than it knows what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they
don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to
change this, so do it. Sincerely, Kristy Moreno
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sherwin Rodriguez
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:16 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Sherwin Rodriguez . I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It
is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Sherwin Rodriguez

Sent from my iPhone
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Monica Ayala
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:59 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Monica Roberts. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Monica Roberts

Sent from my iPhone
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lexxy S.
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:48 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Alexis Serrato . I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Alexis Serrato

Sent from my iPhone
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stacey Ortiz
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:58 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Stacey. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so
as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Stacey
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Abraham Juarez
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:48 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Abraham. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Abraham
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Viole Velasquez
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:44 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Violeta Velasquez . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Violeta Velasquez

Sent from my iPhone
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Damian Torres
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:44 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Damian Torres. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Damian Torres
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Romana
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:27 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is John Romana. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
John Romana
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jannet rios
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:23 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Jannet Rios. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so
as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Jannet Rios
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Gonzalez
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:21 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello, My name is Michael Gonzalez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically
minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police
department. This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other
city officials work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and
reallocates them directly to benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an
absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially
directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold their own accountable and this
is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40
million people have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential
workers are not being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police,
we need more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and
cleaner modes of public transportation Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered
at the hands of police officers who have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more
funding than it knows what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they
don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to
change this, so do it. Sincerely, Michael Gonzalez
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Valerie Rubio
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:15 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Valerie . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so as
to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable
that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Valerie
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amalia Gudino
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:59 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Amalia Gudino. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Amalia Gudino
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Meg González
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:50 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
Stephen Faessel; Trevor O'Neil; City Attorney; City Manager; City Clerk; _Finance
Administration
We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello,
My name is Megan Gonzalez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Megan Gonzalez

Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erlie Nario
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:28 PM
Public Comment
NOT LAYFOFF City Employees

Erlie Nario
Sr. Secretary
Anaheim Police Department
O: (714) 765‐1530 | M:
F: (714) 765‐1575
425 S. Harbor Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92805
Community, Teamwork, Excellence
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kayla Rork
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:55 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Kayla Rork, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Mission Viejo, CA and my father works in Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor,
and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police
brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
2

Kayla Rork
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Angela Fredman
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:52 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Angela Fredman, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Angela Fredman
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Millivu
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:47 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment; Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan
Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Millicent, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Westminster,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Millicent Vu
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gabriela Burgos
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:43 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Gabriela Burgos and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Gabriela Burgos
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Annette Hernandez
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:39 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Stephen Faessel; Jose Moreno; Jordan Brandman; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Annette Hernandez, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Annette Hernandez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Claire Huynh
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:37 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Claire Huynh, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in [CITY,
STATE]. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Claire Huynh
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Afraah Javed
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:09 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Defund the Police

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Afraah, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Garden Grove,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Afraah Javed
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Vinay Venkat
Monday, June 8, 2020 6:07 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Vinay Venkat, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Placentia,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to follow suit and re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Vinay Venkat
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Natalie Melendez
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:53 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Natalie Melendez, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. The deaths of
Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this
country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently
stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a
portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Natalie Melendez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rocio Reynoso
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:44 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Rocio, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim. The
deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Rocio Reynoso
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Justin Chao
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:40 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Justin Chao, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Justin Chao
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Areeba Islam
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:18 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Areeba Islam, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Areeba Islam
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dulce Benitez
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:07 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Dulce Benitez, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Dulce Benitez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

siraj bajwa
Monday, June 8, 2020 5:08 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Siraj Bajwa, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Yorba Linda,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Siraj, Bajwa
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:

Cinthya Flores
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:58 PM
Public Comment

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is [NAME], and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
[CITY, STATE]. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at
least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from
police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police
violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel
Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police
Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force
in the country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean
Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an
incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of
Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer
Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then,
Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and remain active in the
Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for
taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on
administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with
retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first
place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget,
approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of
these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly
improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative
measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police
intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role
of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee
them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are
immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they
should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on
Anaheim to:







Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this
month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Cinthya Flores
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cali thornton
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:57 PM
Public Comment
DEFUND POLICE AND FUND OUR COMMUNITY

To the Anaheim City Council:
[SUBJECT:No on Resolution 5,19 & 30]
My name is Cali Thornton and I am a resident of Anaheim, District 1. I am writing in deep concern for the
health of the greater Anaheim community. It has become more than clear that a radical shift in our concept of
policing and community health must take place at the local level. Police violence in Anaheim has
disproportionately affected Black and Brown residents and that must come to an end.
The United States does not have a national healthcare system. Instead, we have the largest military budget, and
some of the most well-funded and militarized police departments in the world. Anaheim is no different: the
2019-2020 budget allocated $153.8 million to law enforcement and only $1 million to community
development.
Anaheim is the 9th most violent police department in the U.S. From 2003-2016, Anaheim Police Department
killed 33 people during the process of arrest, and nearly 40% of them were unarmed. Since 2014, the rate of
arrest-related deaths caused by Anaheim PD exceeds that of LAPD, NYPD, and San Francisco PD and is 74%
higher than the average for police in California, according to a 2017 study by the ACLU.
WE DEMAND that the city council not approve “Resolution 19” that would spend $700,000 dollars of taxpayer
money on surveillance technology of anti-police brutality protests and that any future projects related to
surveillance be halted. We also DEMAND that the council not approve "Resolution 5" that will use $100,000 to
improve 10 police vehicles. We DEMAND that the city council not approve "Resolution 30" proclaiming the
continuing existence of a local emergency regarding civil unrest, which will continue to criminalize peaceful
protestors. Instead, invest that money in creating programs that benefit and enrich the community especially
during a global pandemic.
We are calling on our elected officials to stop criminalizing our community members. We as a concerned
community refuse to remain silent on the use of technology to further terrorize our community.
Cali Thornton
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aline Pham
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:52 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Aline, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud
Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country
and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,

Aline
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rebecca Tankersley
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:52 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease police funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Rebecca Tankersley, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim Hills, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
These events have caused me to second guess calling the police when we needed them the most. When my
brother was experiencing psychological distress we hesitated. He is of filipino descent and we first needed to
have a conversation on if it was a good idea. While he has never been a threat to anyone but himself we were
worried if he would be perceived as a threat because of his dark skin. We were worried if the officer who
responds has training to handle psychological issues. We were worried if something happened, would he then
be dragged for his disease while the officer is applauded for his actions.
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:







Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Rebecca Tankersley
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Maria Brito
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:33 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Stephen Faessel; Jose Moreno; Trevor O'Neil; Lucille
Kring
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Maria Brito, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
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Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Maria Brito
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Damar Valentin
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:32 PM
Public Comment
Prioritize Our Community Not the Police

Hello,
My name is Damar. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of the Anaheim
city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for communities, and to drastically minimize spending on
Police.
It is absolutely outrageous that 65% of the city’s proposed budget for 2020/2021 is allocated towards police
and fire & rescue alone. At $153,803,336, the amended police budget for the previous year alone is larger than
the allocations to Providing Necessities, Ensuring the Quality of Life, Administering Efficient Government, and
Supporting Activities combined. Although the proposed police budget for the upcoming year is being reduced,
it is not enough.
This is the home of the happiest place on earth but many of the residents here are in distress. The poverty rate
in Anaheim is 16% which is 7% higher than the national average. Many residents are living paycheck to
paycheck. And this same community is very disenfranchised and marginalized.
As of April 2020, the city’s unemployment rate is 15.2% which is higher than the national average. This number
is alarming considering the national unemployment rate reached its all-time high due to the pandemic. Many
families living in the poverty line have been negatively impacted as a result.
I demand of all city council members to prove their love and dedication to the people of their city and reallocate
funds to directly benefit those in need. While APD has more funding than it knows what to do with, there are
communities who desperately need funding, and every day they don’t receive it, their quality of life worsens.
With that being said, in light of the recent murder of Mr. George Flloyd at the hands of police I further demand
of all the city council members to adopt a program that trains police officers to delink bias from their decisionmaking. But this is insufficient, I also demand to do training with policy changes and community engagement.

Sincerely,
Damar Valentin
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brittney Le
Monday, June 8, 2020 4:29 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Brittney Le, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Brittney Le
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Louise Marie
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:18 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Louise Marie Maganto and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I
live in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people
and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,

Louise Marie Maganto
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-Thank you,
Louise Marie Maganto
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:01 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Lepeka Sagiao
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 1:41 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Lepeka Uilani Sagiao. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Lepeka Uilani Sagiao
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Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:01 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Meg González
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Megan Gonzalez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Megan Gonzalez
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Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:01 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Amalia Gudino
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Amalia Gudino. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Amalia Gudino
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:01 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Valerie Rubio
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:15 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Valerie . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so as
to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable
that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Valerie
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:01 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

From: Michael Gonzalez
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:21 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US

Hello, My name is Michael Gonzalez. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the
restructuring of our city budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically
minimize spending on Police. It is unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police
department. This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other
city officials work together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and
reallocates them directly to benefit those in need. Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an
absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a pattern of excessive violence and force, especially
directed towards Black People and their communities. The police refuse to hold their own accountable and this
is unacceptable. We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40
million people have filed for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential
workers are not being fairly compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police,
we need more social safety nets. Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives
Protect and bolster our parks Support small businesses struggling due to COVID-19 Provide cheaper and
cleaner modes of public transportation Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered
at the hands of police officers who have yet to be held accountable. While the police department has more
funding than it knows what to do with, we have communities who desperately need funding and every day they
don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands have died who did not need to. You have the ability to
change this, so do it. Sincerely, Michael Gonzalez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:00 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jannet rios
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:23 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Jannet Rios. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so
as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Jannet Rios
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:00 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: John Romana
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is John Romana. I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
John Romana
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:00 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Damian Torres
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Damian Torres. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Damian Torres
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 3:00 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Viole Velasquez
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Violeta Velasquez . I am a resident of Anaheim and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city
budget, so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Violeta Velasquez
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Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:59 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Abraham Juarez
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:48 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Abraham. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget,
so as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Abraham
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desiree Flaws on behalf of City Attorney
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:59 PM
Public Comment
FW: We Need a Budget That Represents US

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Stacey Ortiz
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Harry Sidhu (Mayor) <HSidhu@anaheim.net>; Denise Barnes <DBarnes@anaheim.net>; Jordan Brandman
<JBrandman@anaheim.net>; Jose Moreno <JMoreno@anaheim.net>; Lucille Kring <LKring@anaheim.net>; Stephen
Faessel <SFaessel@anaheim.net>; Trevor O'Neil <TONeil@anaheim.net>; City Attorney
<cityattorneysoffice@anaheim.net>; City Manager <Citymanager@anaheim.net>; City Clerk <cityclerk@anaheim.net>;
_Finance Administration <FinanceAdministration@anaheim.net>
Subject: We Need a Budget That Represents US
Hello,
My name is Stacey. I am a resident of Anaheim, CA and I am emailing to demand the restructuring of our city budget, so
as to prioritize more social services for our community, and to drastically minimize spending on Police. It is
unconscionable that 1/3 to 1/2 of the city’s budget is going to the police department.
This does not align with the values that I have as your constituent and I demand that you and other city officials work
together to draft and approve a budget that diverts funds from the police department and reallocates them directly to
benefit those in need.
Defunding the police and restructuring the budget is an absolute necessity now more than ever. Police perpetuate a
pattern of excessive violence and force, especially directed towards Black People and their communities. The police
refuse to hold their own accountable and this is unacceptable.
We are in the middle of a global pandemic that has killed 100,000 Americans and more than 40 million people have filed
for unemployment. Healthcare workers are without proper equipment and essential workers are not being fairly
compensated or protected for the great work they do. We don’t need more police, we need more social safety nets.
Funds intended for police would be better off being sorted to initiatives that
Enrich our public schools and students
Provide more affordable housing and mental health care initiatives Protect and bolster our parks Support small
businesses struggling due to COVID‐19 Provide cheaper and cleaner modes of public transportation
Our nation is grieving the deaths of Black Americans that were murdered at the hands of police officers who have yet to
be held accountable. While the police department has more funding than it knows what to do with, we have
communities who desperately need funding and every day they don't receive it their quality of life worsens. Thousands
have died who did not need to. You have the ability to change this, so do it.
Sincerely,
Stacey
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jihad c
Monday, June 8, 2020 2:14 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is [NAME], and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in [CITY, STATE].
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best, Ibrahim Chaudhry
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Katia Price
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:51 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Katia, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim
Hills, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC.
As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Katia
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katy Gerber
Monday, June 8, 2020 1:31 PM
Public Comment
City Council Meeting Public Comment

Council, Mayor, City Staff,
I have lived in Anaheim for most of my life and have relied on you and your predecessors to make the decisions
which serve to keep me, my family, and my community safe. Tonight, I am asking you to listen to my concerns
as I am worried that the proposed budget is not reflective of our community’s needs.Considering our
community’s great need for support, I wonder why our city’s budget allocates such a large amount of money to
the Police Department. This seems misplaced when there are so many other branches of our community which
could benefit from greater financial support. I am asking council and city staff to reevaluate the decision to
leave our community services (including our childcare services, after school programs, and neighborhood
services) without comparable financial support. If we are able to uplift our communities based on the idea of
addressing its basic needs, our need for law enforcement will be even lower. This is future I want for my city,
for my family, for my neighbors, for my community. I hope that you will hear the concerns of your community
at this unique moment in time. We have the chance to build our community in a way which would necessitate
even less police intervention than we currently see. This seems commonsense. I hope that you agree.
Thank you,
Katy Gerber
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jamie Moser
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:42 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Jamie Moser and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA. The deaths
of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and
police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to
LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police
programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many of us remember
the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and
Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th
deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates
and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the
time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it took a total of
four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of
damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and remain
active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent
lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018
incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence
from happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately 42% of our budget
will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable
housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on
these preventative measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police unions, which
repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an
officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If the
incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another
department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a model for other
cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the
safety of all our citizens.
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Best,

Jamie Moser
-Thank you,
Jamie Moser
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

pauline doan
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:36 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Pauline Doan, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at
least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from
police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police
violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel
Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department
in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the
country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean
Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing
him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of
Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer
Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then,
Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and remain active in the
Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for
taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on
administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with
retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first
place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget,
approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of
these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would
greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these
preventative measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for
police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role
of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee
them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are
immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they
should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another
department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on
Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
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Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this
month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Pauline Doan
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lexis Macias
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:28 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is [NAME], and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in [CITY, STATE].
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Lexis Macias
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Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lara Elkatat
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:30 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
URGENT: Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Lara Elkatat, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at
least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from
police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police
violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel
Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department
in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the
country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean
Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing
him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of
Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer
Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then,
Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and remain active in the
Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for
taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on
administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with
retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first
place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget,
approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of
these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would
greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these
preventative measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for
police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role
of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee
them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are
immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they
should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another
department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on
Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
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Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this
month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
-Lara Elkatat
AUHSD Student Representative to Board of Trustees
Oxford Academy, Class of 2020
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Alyza Gutierrez
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:29 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Alyza Gutierrez, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Alyza Gutierrez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Abril Alejo
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:17 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Abril Alejo, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Abril Alejo
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ashley Chunadi
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:00 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Ashley Chunadi, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Ashley Chunadi
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Yuleysa09
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:45 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
DEFUND THE POLICE

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Yuleysa, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Yuleysa Baten
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bobbi-Lee Smart
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:43 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring;
toneil@anaheim.ne
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Bobbi-Lee, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Bobbi-Lee Smart, Ed.D.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hannah Dela Rosa
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:41 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Hannah Dela Rosa, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I
live in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people
and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Hannah Dela Rosa
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cheryl campbell
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:34 PM
Public Comment; City Clerk
Defund the Police

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Cheryl Campbell , and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Huntington Beach, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other
POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150
million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and
take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Cheryl Campbell
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tyler Neuroth
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:14 PM
Public Comment; Harry Sidhu (Mayor)
Trevor O'Neil; Lucille Kring; Jose Moreno; Jordan Brandman; Denise Barnes; Stephen
Faessel
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Tyler Neuroth, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
CA near Platinum Triangle. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have again
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150
million. I call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take
steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident without pay. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT
placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department. Ever.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, I implore you to not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s
city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Tyler Neuroth, Anaheim Citizen
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jennifer Latta
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:10 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Jenny, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I was born and raised in
Orange County. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Sincerely,
Jenny
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Angel Guevara
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:06 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Angel Marie Guevara and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I
live in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people
and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Angel Marie Guevara
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Elise Burlace
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:02 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Elise Burlace, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Buena
Park, California.The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Elise Burlace
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Sent from my iPhone
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Theresa Bass
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cheryl campbell
Monday, June 8, 2020 7:34 PM
Public Comment; City Clerk
Defund the Police

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Cheryl Campbell , and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Huntington Beach, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other
POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150
million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and
take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Cheryl Campbell
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

J. hughes
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:39 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Johnny Hughes and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anahiem.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:






Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
1



Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best, Johnny Hughes
E-mail address:
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Esmeralda Mejia
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:29 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Esmeralda Mejia, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim,Ca. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
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Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Esmeralda Mejia
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brianna Mounts
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:20 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Brianna Mounts, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Brianna Mounts
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Christine Souza
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 8:05 AM
Public Comment; Harry Sidhu (Mayor)
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding. Increase Social Services

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Christine Souza, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Tustin, but I am an Anaheim business owner. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George
Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black
people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at
least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police
programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,

Christine Souza
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-Christine Souza
Chief Operating Officer
ICM Installations, Inc.
Anaheim, CA 92806
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ralph Aloia
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 7:39 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Ralph Aloia, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Orange,
California and have worked in Anaheim for the last six years. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor,
and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality
against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to
LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from
police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Ralph Aloia
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Manuela Edwards
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 7:27 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Manuela Edwards, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in La
Mirada, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
10

Manuela Edwards
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Servie Blair
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 7:14 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Servie Culverwell and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim CA The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget
away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Servie Culverwell
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jericho Fulgencio
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 6:51 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Divest and Reinvest Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Jericho Fulgencio, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California and have been a resident of Orange County for over 25 years.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:




Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
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Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Jericho Fulgencio
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kunseo Yook
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 6:04 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Kunseo Yook, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Kunseo Yoo
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Donna Miranda-Romo
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 5:06 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Donna Miranda, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Donna Miranda
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Ilashi
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 3:00 AM
Public Comment; Harry Sidhu (Mayor)
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Janet Ilashi, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live
in Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Janet Ilashi
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

maria palomares
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 2:45 AM
Public Comment
Defund the Police

Dear Councilmembers,
My name is Maria Palomares and I am a resident of District 5, Anaheim. I am writing to ask you to reconsider
the proposed budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply about making our community safer, and I
believe that allocating 42% of the city’s general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will continue and
increase harm to our citizens. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim police officers.
61% of those people who were killed by the police department were Latino, and 12% were Black, representing
73% of the deaths due to APD actions. Additionally, most of these deaths occurred in Districts two, three, four,
and five. Census data shows these four districts having a high concentration of Latinos and is generally lowincome. On the other hand, District Six has only ever experienced one death due to APD during the period of
2003-2016. It is evident that the Anaheim Police Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and
I am disappointed to see this kind of systemic discrimination in my city. Systemic racism will continue to
plague the city if here is no substantial change. Stop allocating the majority of the city’s proposed general fund
to the police department, year after year there have been increases to this budget item & it continues to
dominate the budget allocation despite reductions due to covid19. About 42% is still proposed to be allocated to
police, the money should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined by the
proposed city budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. Defund the police. Throughout Southern California we are
calling for more police accountability and you have shown that you would rather dominate the streets with force
than provide space to discuss the matter. Use your power to edit and revise the city’s proposed budget, quit
funding draconian overreach by our militarized police force and provide the citizens of Anaheim with as many
resources as possible to endure the global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.
Thank you for your time,
Maria Palomares
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Daileg
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 2:39 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment; Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan
Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Patricia Daileg, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live
in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC.
As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We
call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve the quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Patricia Daileg
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Vicky Vu
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 2:36 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Victoria Vu and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Victoria Vu
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephanie Krystal Palomares
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 2:34 AM
Public Comment
Defund the Police

Dear Councilmembers,
My name is Stephanie Palomares and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing to ask you to reconsider the
proposed budget for the fiscal year of 2020/2021. I care deeply about making our community safer, and I
believe that allocating 42% of the city’s general funds to the Anaheim Police Department will continue and
increase harm to our citizens. From 2003 to 2016, 33 people were killed by on-duty Anaheim police officers.
61% of those people who were killed by the police department were Latino, and 12% were Black, representing
73% of the deaths due to APD actions. Additionally, most of these deaths occurred in Districts two, three, four,
and five. Census data shows these four districts having a high concentration of Latinos and is generally lowincome. On the other hand, District Six has only ever experienced one death due to APD during the period of
2003-2016. It is evident that the Anaheim Police Department targets low-income, minority neighborhoods, and
I am disappointed to see this kind of systemic discrimination in my city. Systemic racism will continue to
plague the city if here is no substantial change. Stop allocating the majority of the city’s proposed general fund
to the police department, year after year there have been increases to this budget item & it continues to
dominate the budget allocation despite reductions due to covid19. About 42% is still proposed to be allocated to
police, the money should go to providing the necessities and ensuring the quality of life, as defined by the
proposed city budget for fiscal year 2020/2021. Defund the police. Throughout Southern California we are
calling for more police accountability and you have shown that you would rather dominate the streets with force
than provide space to discuss the matter. Use your power to edit and revise the city’s proposed budget, quit
funding draconian overreach by our militarized police force and provide the citizens of Anaheim with as many
resources as possible to endure the global pandemic. The city should help its citizenry instead of harassing it.
Thank you for your time,
Stephanie Palomares
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

patricia daileg <
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 2:22 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment; Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan
Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Patricia Daileg, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve the quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Patricia Daileg
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Oldham
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 1:28 AM
Public Comment
Budget

To whom it may concern,
I am writing today as a concerned citizen and constituent about the potential budget changes for Anaheim. I strongly
urge the city of Anaheim to act in the interest of it’s people and not cut our community service funds. In light of recent
events, I am calling on our city to defund the police and reallocate those funds towards public service projects and new
task forces to take the place of our current corrupt and violent police system.
Thank you‐
Brian Oldham
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dinorah Ramos
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 1:23 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is [Dinorah Ramos], and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
[Anaheim, California]. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
[Dinorah Ramos]
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Z Collins
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 1:07 AM
Public Comment
Dire.

We need more funding for education & community service. Do not cut costs on the community service
budget.
Do we want our community to be educated & have opportunities?
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

London Carter <l
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 1:04 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is London Carter, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I am a
homeowner in Orange, Ca. My husband works in Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor,
and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality
against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to
LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from
police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention. The $1 million in community
funds last year was not enough.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Mrs. London Carter
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

school ilashi
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 1:01 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Lucille Kring; Jose Moreno; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Ida Ilashi, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I am a resident of
Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Ida Ilashi
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chelsea Halverson
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:58 PM
Public Comment
City Budget Proposal

Hello,
I am writing to express my extreme displeasure and outrage at seeing that 20% of community service funding is being
cut for the City. On top of this, I have been told that there are to be proposed budget increases for the Anaheim PD. This
is both irresponsible and morally tone deaf. I urge you to reconsider both of these suggested budget changes.
You absolutely do not need to increase the Anaheim Police Department budget.
Read the room.
Thank you,
Chelsea Anne
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Teresa Womack
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:55 PM
Public Comment; Harry Sidhu (Mayor)
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Teresa, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Santa Ana,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
38




Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Teresa Womack
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justine Le
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:51 PM
Public Comment
DEFUND THE POLICE

Cutting 20% of the budget towards after school education is outrageous. Our youth are our priority and these
after school programs will keep them out of trouble. We should get to the root of our issues and help the people
instead of wasting this money on the police, they need to be abolished!
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sam Crane
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:48 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

My name is Sam Crane, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Dana
Poibt,CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.


Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Sam Crane
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cindy Son
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:42 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease APD Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Cindy Ha Soul Son and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Garden Grove, California. I lived in Anaheim for 3 years, my parents live in Anaheim, and I work in Anaheim
currently. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Cindy Ha Soul Son
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cassie Sanchez
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:25 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

My name is Cassandra Sanchez, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live
in Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Cassandra Sanchez
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kailynn Aguilar
Monday, June 8, 2020 11:12 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Kailynn, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Kailynn
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nicole Alday
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:53 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Nicole Alday and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Nicole Alday
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Yamileth Rangel
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:45 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Yamileth Rangel, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Yamileth Rangel
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jaimelynette
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:39 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Defund the Police

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Jaime and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud
Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country
and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence. Minneapolis took it a step
further and announced their intent to disband the police department due to it being clear that our existing
system of policing and public safety is not keeping our communities safe and I ask that you consider taking
these steps as well. Defund the police and reallocate that money towards uplifting and caring for the
community, it absolutely needs it.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City defund the police and consider implementing the People's Budget. In the FY
2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement.
Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental
health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these
preventative measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police
intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
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Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,

Jaime
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

These Real Talks
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:04 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Ashley and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in [CITY, STATE].
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
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Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Ashley S
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lizbeth reyes
Monday, June 8, 2020 10:03 PM
Public Comment
Police budget

Greetings,
As a concerned voter and anaheim resident, I would like to express my opinion about tomorrow's meeting.
I DO NOT believe more funding needs to be given to the police department for tactical gear or body gear. No
more money needs to be spent on applications that you are trying to pass for the amount over $700,000 or any
amount. Money could be given for community outreach programs or any programs for the children and youth
programs like ballet, sports, and art.
That being said if the money is needed it should come out from the police department's current budget. Whether
it's from general pay cuts or from administrative pay. Cuts can also be from Administration and anyone with
pensions as many in these positions end up with a higher than average salary or pension.
Anaheim Police Department has had a long history of police brutality by using excessive force. From using
their guns as first resort rather than last resort and murdering a resident. Over the years many of these cases
have had to settle between the city and the family of the victims.
Sincerely a CONCERNED citizen
Lizbeth Reyes
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cindy Do
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:48 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Cindy, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Orange County,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
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Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Cindy Do
(
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Renee Robison
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:24 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Renee Robison and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim
and worked for the city in the library for almost 10 years. I love my city and am a proud citizen of Anaheim. So
I write in an effort to make it better.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
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Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Renee Robison
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Emma Flores Ramirez
Monday, June 8, 2020 9:01 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Emma Flores, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Thank you
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

monique massey
Monday, June 8, 2020 8:58 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Spending

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Monique Massey, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Costa
Mesa, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate
police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it
took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:


Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
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Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Monique Massey
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lizette Ureño
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:13 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Lizette Ureno and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Lizette Ureno
1

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pia Aguilar
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:13 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Defund Anaheim PD

For my dearest Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Pia Aguilar, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim as a
member who lives here. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have
called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people
and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at
least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police
programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.

Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own gross history of police
brutality and obstruction of justice. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed
men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the
Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th
deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers
Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an
incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
We demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately 42
percent of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. I understand that this is not popular (especially
among white liberals and moderates), but defunding the police will pressure them to spend their budget on
things that actually matter instead of stockpiling weapons and other military-grade arsenal (which, to remind
you, Anaheim is a city—not a warzone). Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in education,
homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and reduce
inequality in our neighborhoods—something I’m sure that you have seen by the achievement gap between
schools of the Anaheim Union High School District (AUHSD). By focusing on these preventative measures, we
will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
We must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police unions,
which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore, it
should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.


Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, we should not be on the wrong side of history and instead make
Anaheim a model for other cities to follow—history laughs at the losers, so don’t be a loser. You
simply cannot say that you (or your affiliates) stand in solidarity with the people if you do not practice
what you preach.
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This is an open book exam, and there is no reason that you should fail.
We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the
safety of all our citizens.
Cheers,
Pia Aguilar
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sunita Townsen-Gumina
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:13 PM
Public Comment
Redirect police funding to necessary social programs

To my government representatives,
My name is Sunita Townsen and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing in deep concern for the
health of Anaheim's community. It has become more than clear that a radical shift in our concept of
policing and community health must take place at the local level. It is unacceptable that Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color communities are living in persistent fear of being killed by state
authorities like police, immigration agents or even white vigilantes who are emboldened by state
actors.
Despite continued profiling, harassment, terror and killing of Black communities, local and federal
decision-makers continue to invest in the police, which leaves Black people vulnerable and our
communities no safer. Moreover, this deep lack of trust that the government is breeding by terrorizing
its own people, rather than safeguarding our health, is an alarming risk for future generations to live
peacefully and safely with each other.
The United States does not have a national healthcare system. Instead, we have the largest military
budget and some of the most well-funded and militarized police departments in the world. While
police and military funding has increased every single year since 1973, funding for public health and
community outreach decreased every year, crystallized most recently when the Trump administration
eliminated the US Pandemic Response Team in 2018, citing “costs”.
The time has come to defund the police. Anaheim is the 9th most violent police department in the
United States. From 2003-2016, Anaheim Police Department killed 33 people during the process of
arrest, and nearly 40% of them were unarmed. Since 2014, the rate of arrest-related deaths caused
by Anaheim PD exceeds that of LAPD, NYPD, and San Fran PD and is 74% higher than average for
police in California. How can it be that agents funded for "public protection" are responsible for 17%
of all homicides in the city (2003-2016)?
In the years 2009 and 2016, 36% of all homicides were in the hands of Anaheim officers. Frankly, this
is unacceptable. It is inhumane and impossible to ignore as an issue anymore.
Our city needs a radical increase for funding towards community services and healthcare, especially
now while we are still in the midst of a global pandemic. We need youth programs, increased mental
health services, neighborhood infrastructures, childcare, and community outreach for those who need
these services most. We need more funds for rehabilitation and the re-entry process for formerly
incarcerated individuals, and to help increase employment and education rates. I implore you to
redirect funds from the police to the important social programs that will actually strengthen our
community.
Police officers are usually called to respond to nonviolent issues that trained social workers would be
better equipped to handle. Let's redirect funding to these places instead and build a stronger
community.
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Orange County needs to build a society that does not need this level of policing. I join in solidarity
with the freedom fighters in Minneapolis, Louisville, and across the United States. And I call for the
end to police terror. I call for defunding of police and for those dollars to be rerouted to strengthen
community health system.
Sincerely,
Sunita Townsen
Anaheim, CA 92805
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ashkon Parto
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:12 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Ashkon Parto, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.

Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”

The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.

First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.

Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:








Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.

Best,
Ashkon Parto
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thomas Alban
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:08 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
A call to defund and dismantle the police

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Thomas Alban, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd, and Tony
McDadde have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality
against Black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut
funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of
its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police
violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel
Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department
in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the
country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean
Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an
incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of
Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer
Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then,
Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and remain active in the
Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for
taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on
administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with
retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first
place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget,
approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of
these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly
improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative
measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police
intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role
of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee
them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are
immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they
should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another
department.
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Finally, we urge you to take steps to dismantle the police. On June 7th, the Minneapolis City Council
made a historic move to dismantle their police force, opting for an alternative and innovative way of
thinking about public safety.
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this
month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
My Best,
Thomas Alban
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Maddy Thomas
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:58 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Madelene Thomas, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Madelene Thomas
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Dulce Soledad Ibarra
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:52 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Dulce, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Long
Beach, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention
to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other
POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Dulce Soledad Ibarra
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-Best Regards,
DULCE SOLEDAD IBARRA
Preparatory, Registrar, & Curatorial Work
Freelance Art and Design
Long Beach, CA
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

daisy De La Cruz
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:48 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Daisy De La Cruz, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Daisy De La Cruz
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Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Angelica Solis
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:16 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Angelica Solis, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Angelica Solis
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Juan Perez
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:15 AM
Public Comment
More Support for the community fund

Hello, I want to say that cutting funds from the community is wrong and instead there should be more funding
put into the community development. The Anaheim PD have enough of a budget and it is the community
budget that is suffering. I want it to change and therefore have a better community to live in and support. Thank
you
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rachelle Cruz
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:11 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
A call to defund and dismantle the police

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Rachelle Cruz, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd, and Tony
McDadde have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality
against Black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut
funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of
its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police
violence. Many of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel
Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department
in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the
country for its record of officer-involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean
Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an
incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of
Manuel Diaz, it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer
Bennallack used excessive force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then,
Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their actions and remain active in the
Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for
taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on
administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not enough. We are not satisfied with
retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from happening in the first
place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget,
approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of
these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly
improve quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative
measures, we will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police
intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role
of police unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee
them. Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are
immediately released from duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they
should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another
department.
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Finally, we urge you to take steps to dismantle the police. On June 7th, the Minneapolis City Council
made a historic move to dismantle their police force, opting for an alternative and innovative way of
thinking about public safety.
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead
make Anaheim a model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this
month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
All best,
Rachelle Cruz

Experiencing Comics: An Intro to Reading, Discussing & Creating Comics | Cognella, 2018 | Buy
God's Will for Monsters, a 2018 American Book Award Winner | Inlandia Books, 2017 | Buy
Kuwento: Lost Things, An Anthology of New Philippine Myths | Carayan Press, 2015 | Buy
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Andre Jocelyne Solis-Flores
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 11:12 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Jocelyne Solis-Flores, an Anaheim resident. I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of
Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget
away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 - Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 - Require De-escalation
 - Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 - Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 - Implement Use of Force Continuum
 - Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,

Jocelyne Solis-Flores
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

nancy ruiz
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:57 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Nancy Ruiz, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in
Anaheim,CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Tony McCade, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other
POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million.
We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps
to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
- Nancy Ruiz
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eunice Youm
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:56 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease police funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Eunice, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in nearby Brea, CA.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Eunice Oh
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kelsey Medlin
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:50 AM
Public Comment
Defund the police

Good day,
I can’t believe you’re going to cut the community service budget by 20% when it’s already so vastly under funded. Yet
you’re considering giving more money to our police department when it is one of the most violent police departments in
the country. Please begin to defund the police and put that money into community resources.
Thank you
Kelsey Medlin
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Craig
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:48 AM
Public Comment
Defund the police is not a punishment.

Hello. My name is Jeffrey Craig and I am an Anaheim resident. I want to express my opinion about the cuts to
community budgets and additional funding of police resources. I think this is the absolute wrong way to handle things. I
have a masters in Marriage and Family therapy. I got that degree because I wanted to help and serve my community. It
wasn’t until I graduated that I found out our government does not invest in healing their cities, but instead to keep them
under control. I believe the police force having funds 150x of what is invested in community programs is absolutely
devastating. I’m not asking you to dismantle the police force. I’m asking that you simply reallocate funds used for
“busting criminals” toward building up our youth so you won’t have to. When you invest in the people of your city, they
will stand by your side. It’s time to stop looking at the dollar signs and embody what you swore to do for your
community. Part of protecting and serving requires you to advocate for your people. I truly appreciate that the protests
in Anaheim have been peaceful. Now let’s take action together on that message and build this city into something we
ALL can be proud of. Thank you.

Jeffrey Craig
Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marlon Rizo
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:46 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Marlon Rizo, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Marlon Rizo
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Phuong Vo
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:43 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Mai Vo, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Mai Vo
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

marilyn <
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:31 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Marilyn Solis, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Marilyn Solis
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

julie vo
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:10 AM
Public Comment
Public Comments Council Mgt 6.9.20

Dear Council Members,
Please do not lay off City Employees!
Thank you,
Julie Vo
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Edson Beley
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:02 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Edson Beley, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim
myself. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.

Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”

The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.

First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.

Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:








Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.

Best,

Edson Beley
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Samah Hoque
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 9:58 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Request to Decrease Police Funding in Anaheim

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Samah Hoque, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim
Hills, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Samah Hoque
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Arisbel Gonzalez
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 9:50 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Arisbel, I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim, CA. The
deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Arisbel
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Saif Azam
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 9:47 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Request to Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Saif Azam, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim
Hills, California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Saif Ali Azam

-B.A. in Biology, Economics, & Chemistry, Cornell University, Class of 2016
M.D. USC Keck School of Medicine, Class of 2020
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

AT
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 9:27 AM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; moreno@anaheim.net; Lucille Kring;
Trevor O'Neil
Review Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Andy, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. The deaths of Ahmaud
Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country
and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he
would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:






Punitively enforce limitations on use of Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Provide more training on De-escalation techniques
Provide clear rules to Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting, and Enforce them.
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles without just cause
Implement Use of Force Continuum
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Require Comprehensive Reporting and Transparency

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Andy Tu
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Kornoff
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 9:17 AM
Public Comment
An idea for consideration

Greetings Honorable Mayor and Council Members,
I have been an Anaheim Public Utilities employee for almost 20 years and have seen many decisions of the Councils over
this time. Some difficult decisions are ahead of you and my thoughts and prayers are for you to navigate them with
wisdom.
I request that you ensure that there are no layoffs for your dedicated City employees. How can the costs be recovered?
An area of savings for the City that I have always noticed is where folks have used Overtime Pay. Too many individuals
have nearly or more than doubled their salaries simply by overtime. The top 100 paid employees at Anaheim have been
paid $7,015,117.32 in Overtime Pay alone in 2019 (in addition to their Regular Pay of $16,114,057.41) – according to
https://transparentcalifornia.com/salaries/2019/anaheim/.
Eliminating Overtime Pay across the City will significantly reduce the City’s expenditures on labor, pension costs, and
bring fairness across all employee groups – as some are not eligible for overtime. Doing so will also take away the need
for layoffs or any other concessions from all City employees.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Regards,
~Jason Kornoff
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bryan Ortiz
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:21 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Bryan Ortiz, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaeim,CA.
The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor
Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim
to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Bryan Ortiz

1

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

G. Austin Allen
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:20 PM
Public Comment
Police funding

To my government representatives,
My name is Austin Allen and I am a resident of Anaheim. I am writing in deep concern for the health my
community. It has become more than clear that a radical shift in our concept of policing and community health
must take place at the local level. It is unacceptable that Black, Indigenous, and People of Color communities
are living in persistent fear of being killed by state authorities like police, immigration agents or even white
vigilantes who are emboldened by state actors.
Despite continued profiling, harassment, terror and killing of Black communities, local and federal decisionmakers continue to invest in the police, which leaves Black people vulnerable and our communities no safer.
Moreover, this deep lack of trust that the government is breeding by terrorizing its own people, rather than
safeguarding our health, is an alarming risk for future generations to live peacefully and safely with each other.
The United States does not have a national healthcare system. Instead, we have the largest military budget and
some of the most well-funded and militarized police departments in the world. While police and military
funding has increased every single year since 1973, funding for public health and community outreach
decreased every year, crystallized most recently when the Trump administration eliminated the US Pandemic
Response Team in 2018, citing “costs”.
The time has come to defund the police.
Anaheim is the 9th most violent department in the U.S. This is not what we stand for. From 2003-2016,
Anaheim Police Department killed 33 people during the process of arrest, and nearly 40% of them were
unarmed. Since 2014, the rate of arrest-related deaths caused by Anaheim PD exceeds that of LAPD, NYPD,
and San Fran PD and is 74% higher than average for police in California.
How can it be that agents funded for "public protection" are responsible for 17% of all homicides in the city
(2003-2016)? In the years 2009 and 2016, 36% of all homicides were in the hands of Anaheim officers.
Frankly, this is unacceptable. It is inhumane and impossible to ignore as an issue anymore.
Rather, our city needs a radical increase for funding towards community services and healthcare. We need
youth programs, increased mental health services, neighborhood infrastructures, childcare, and community
outreach for those who need these services most. We need more funds for rehabilitation and the re-entry process
for formerly incarcerated individuals, and to help increase employment and education rates. We need to build a
society that does not need the level of policing.
I join in solidarity with the freedom fighters in Minneapolis, Louisville, and across the United States. And I call
for the end to police terror.
I call for defunding of police and for those dollars to be rerouted to strengthen community health system.
Sincerely,
3

G. Austin Allen
Anaheim, CA 92805

4

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TL
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:21 PM
Public Comment
Defund the police

Defund the police, allocate the money for community projects.
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Emmanuel Castillo
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:28 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Stephen Faessel; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Emmanuel Jimenez , and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I
live in Anaheim, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called
attention to longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and
other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would
cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its
budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
 Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
 Require De-escalation
 Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
 Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
 Implement Use of Force Continuum
 Require Comprehensive Reporting
Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
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Respectfully,

-Emmanuel J.

2

Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tamiko Tinker
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:59 PM
Public Comment
Christopher Chelko; Zubair Serang; Amy Milum; Julie Perez; Heather Dressen; Jose
Medina
City Budget

Mayor Sidhu & Council Members,
As City employees, we are writing today with respect to the City’s budget. We understand the significant financial
impact that the City is currently facing due to the COVID‐19 pandemic and that tough decisions will need to be made.
However, we are urging the City to not employ lay‐offs and instead pursue alternate options.
Employees are at the heart of every great organization and Anaheim is no different. City employees are committed
professionals who serve this community and our millions of guests day in and day out. As part of the Anaheim family,
employees look forward to continuing to support this amazing City as we rebound from the COVID‐19 pandemic and
come back stronger than ever.
Respectfully,
Chris Chelko
Heather Dressen
Jose Medina
Amy Milum
Julie Perez
Tamiko Tinker
Zubair Serang
& the rest of the Event Services Team
Anaheim Convention Center
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johanna Bonaparte
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:59 PM
Public Comment
Budget - Public Comments

Good afternoon,
I would like to express my concern with the financial obstacles that the city of Anaheim is currently facing. Although I
know there needs to be drastic reductions to the city’s budget, I’d like to urge the council members to avoid any layoffs
if possible.
Thank you for your time.
Best,

Johanna Bonaparte, MPA
Professional Standards Section
Anaheim Police Department
O: (714) 765‐3842
F: (714) 765‐3810
8201 E. Santa Ana Canyon Rd.
Anaheim, CA 92808
Community, Teamwork, Excellence
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jose Sotelo
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:57 PM
Public Comment
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is José Sotelo, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:







Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
3

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
José Sotelo
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:

Brandon Khong
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:58 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Brandon Khong, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim Hills,
California. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding racial
tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know, Mayor Garcetti
recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of Anaheim to re‐allocate a
portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many of us
remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by Officers Nick
Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In 2017, the ACLU ranked
Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer‐involved shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim
police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza Nava more than 70 times before killing him,
an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz, it took a
total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive force and award
the number of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced no consequences for their
actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD.
What does it say when the people we trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit,
the City fired Officer Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But
this is not enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY
2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately 42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger
portion of these funds to efforts in education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly
improve the quality of life and reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we
will uplift our communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police unions,
which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them.
Furthermore, it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released
from duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk duty)
and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:
Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De‐escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting
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Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a model for
other cities to follow.
We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all
our citizens.
Best,
Brandon Khong
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter King
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:56 PM
Public Comment
Anaheim Budget Deficit

Members of the Anaheim City Council,
As a husband and father who is the sole provider for my family, I ask that the city not layoff any employees. Personally, a
layoff would be a detriment to my household. Anaheim is a world class city and I believe that our staff are essential in
providing world class service. We care greatly about the City and will continue to provide excellent service regardless of
the situation we all face. Again, I strongly believe that a layoff would be detrimental to the residents and employees of
the city of Anaheim.
Kind regards,
Peter King
Assistant GIS Manager
Finance Department | GIS Central
200 South Anaheim Boulevard | Suite 143
Anaheim, CA 92805
Office: (714) 765-5296
FAX:
(714) 765-4199
E-mail: PKing@anaheim.net
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

elise han
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:52 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,

My name is Elizabeth Han, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim,
CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to longstanding
racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you may know,
Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on the City of
Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to eliminate police
violence.

Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”

The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.

First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.

Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
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Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:








Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.

Best,
Elizabeth Ha

Sent from my iPhone
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ivy Tran
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:50 PM
Public Comment
Anaheim Public Library Funding on Euclid

Hello,
I am a citizen of the city of Anaheim and I would like to inquire about the status of the Euclid branch of the
public library between Cerritos and Ball. This library was where I spent the majority of my time as a child from
a low income household. In the last 20 years I have not seen any major projects to renovate or improve the
library. I would like to call for immediate steps to start renovation for the physical structure of that library.
As an adult with much more influence both financially and politically, I am committed to donating my books,
my time and my resources to encourage the students and citizens of Anaheim to use the public library by
MAKING it a comfortable place to be. However, we all understand that individual commitments are not enough
to be sustainable and moreover the financial responsibility to upkeep public resources is NOT a responsibility of
the individual citizen but of the collective governing body. I demand that the funds for this renovation be taken
out of the Anaheim Police Department budget. To have a police budget that is able to access 153.8 million USD
annually and see that this library has not been updated significantly in 2 decades is ludicrous. A library provides
a high return of public good and value for any democratic society to make a more educated and economically
stable population. Librarians, cleaners and other public employees of the library should be compensated
according to their value. The value that they provide is much greater than any service that uses violence to
enforce compliance. If there are any librarians whose salaries are lower than the highest paid police officer this
needs to be rectified IMMEDIATELY, with back pay. This can also be taken out of discretionary funding that
would otherwise be designated to police resources. People who are able to have access to a public space to
safely exist and citizens who are taken care of by their city are exponentially less motivated to commit violent
crimes. And of the few violent crimes that occur each year, how many individual police officers are needed to
defuse 1 or 2 situations each year? The answer is none because the police have access to tools of violent force
and what we need is deescalation, not escalation by the mere presence of deadly weapons. We are seeking a
better society and that cannot happen without the abolishment of an inherently violent police precinct.
I support the dissolution of the police institution in our local government by first divesting Anaheim PD of
public funds by taxpayers. For officers that are worried about losing their jobs, I recommend first the
dissolution of the police department and then that the jobs that will be created out of investing the funds that
rightfully belong to the community into community upkeep and renovation will be open for application such as
parks and recreation, community outreach in the creation of public gardens that can feed the food insecure in
our city, more teachers for Anaheim schools and building more schools to properly serve the children of
Anaheim, and even potentially a charter to start a community college in Anaheim to provide accessible
education to our citizens.
We are not asking, we are demanding. This is our taxpayer money to do what we want and what the people
want is investment in the community that we have sorely neglected for the past few decades. The first step in
our local participation is to find an independent contractor with no ties to city officials and therefore no conflict
of interest to start construction on the Euclid branch Anaheim public library and take advantage of the time we
are forced to stay at home during covid19. Construction, modernization, architectural design, cost of adding
more books and media, salary increases to ALL employees of Anaheim public libraries including librarians,
cleaners and clerks can all come out of the police budget for 2019-2020 and every single year from here on out.
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The citizens are mobilized. Make sure you enact the will of the people. We will be keeping an eye out to make
sure that the reaches of political corruption will not continue in our city. Abolish the police.
From a lawful, hopeful citizen of Anaheim,
Ivy Tran.
-Ivy Tran
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alison Pirie
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:48 PM
Public Comment
Defund the Anaheim PD

Dear Anaheim City Council,
As an alumni of Chapman University and past resident of Orange County, I am writing in solidarity with the
community of Anaheim to urge the Anaheim City Council to defund the Anaheim Police Department. From
2019-2020, $153.8 MILLION dollars were allocated to the Police, and only $1 Million to Community
Development.
Instead of arming your police department with stingrays for $700,000, we demand you reallocate funds towards
programs that will help people such as public housing, healthcare, education, mental health counseling, drug
counseling, and other social services. I am outraged that the city's response to police brutality is to put stingrays
in the hands of the police, only further weaponizing the force. This does not tell your community that you are
fighting to protect and serve them.
I am disgraced to have patronized the city of Anaheim, whose police department ranks NINTH DEADLIEST of
60 major US cities. This is unacceptable, it is racist, and it will not be tolerated. If you TRULY want to protect
and serve your communities, you will invest in public programs that are in place to help your community
members, not kill and imprison them.
Thank you for your time and consideration and I hope you read every single email you receive and take in what
each community member is trying to tell you. Please on behalf of your community DO THE RIGHT THING.
People's lives are counting on your choices.
Sincerely,
Alison Pirie
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Carter
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:47 PM
Public Comment
City Budget

Dear City Council,
I understand that you have some tough budget decisions to make in the near future. As a long time manager at the City
of Anaheim (20 years), I know how important all staff are, and especially the most vulnerable, part‐time staff. I implore
you to please consider all options besides layoffs. I, personally, would rather accept furloughs or a pay cut before seeing
anyone lose their jobs.
Thank you for your consideration.
Chris Carter
GIS Manager
Finance Department | GIS Central
200 South Anaheim Boulevard | Suite 143
Anaheim, CA 92805
Office: (714) 765-5224
Mobile: (714) 392-8365
FAX:
(714) 765-4199
E-mail: ccarter@anaheim.net
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sana Azam
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:45 PM
Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Public Comment
Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor
O'Neil
Decrease Police Funding

Dear Mayor Sidhu and Council Members,
My name is Sana Azam, and I am writing on behalf of myself and the citizens of Anaheim. I live in Anaheim
Hills, CA. The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have called attention to
longstanding racial tensions in this country and police brutality against black people and other POC. As you
may know, Mayor Garcetti recently stated he would cut funding to LAPD by at least $150 million. We call on
the City of Anaheim to re-allocate a portion of its budget away from police programs and take steps to
eliminate police violence.
Although the recent killings occurred far from Anaheim, Anaheim has its own history of police violence. Many
of us remember the summer of 2012, when two unarmed men, Manuel Diaz and Joel Acevedo were killed by
Officers Nick Bennallack and Kelly Phillips of the Anaheim Police Department in two separate incidents. In
2017, the ACLU ranked Anaheim PD the 9th deadliest force in the country for its record of officer-involved
shootings. And in 2018, Anaheim police officers Sean Staymates and Kevin Pedersen shot at Eliuth Penaloza
Nava more than 70 times before killing him, an incident that you remarked at the time was “disturbing.”
The officers involved in these shootings must face consequences for their actions. In the case of Manuel Diaz,
it took a total of four years and an appeal to the Supreme Court to rule that Officer Bennallack used excessive
force and award the amount of damages to the Diaz family. Even then, Officers Bennallack and Phillips faced
no consequences for their actions and remain active in the Anaheim PD. What does it say when the people we
trust to protect our streets, are responsible for taking innocent lives? To its credit, the City fired Officer
Pedersen and placed Officer Staymates on administrative leave in light of the 2018 incident. But this is not
enough. We are not satisfied with retroactive justice. The City of Anaheim has to act to prevent violence from
happening in the first place.
First, we demand that the City reduce police funding. In the FY 2020/2021 Proposed Budget, approximately
42% of our budget will be dedicated to law enforcement. Allocating a larger portion of these funds to efforts in
education, homelessness, affordable housing, and mental health would greatly improve quality of life and
reduce inequality in our neighborhoods. By focusing on these preventative measures, we will uplift our
communities, see reduced crime, and diminish the need for police intervention.
Second, we must restructure law enforcement governance. In particular, we want to diminish the role of police
unions, which repeatedly stand by officer misconduct and actively hinder efforts to oversee them. Furthermore,
it should be required that if an officer commits a single act of misconduct they are immediately released from
duty pending review of the incident. If the incident is substantiated they should be fired (NOT placed on desk
duty) and should not be able to be rehired by another department.
Finally, we urge you to support the 8 Can’t Wait Initiative to minimize police violence. We call on Anaheim to:





Ban Chokeholds and Strangleholds
Require De-escalation
Require Exhausting Other Means Before Shooting
Ban Shooting at Moving Vehicles
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Implement Use of Force Continuum
Require Comprehensive Reporting

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members, let us not be on the wrong side of history and instead make Anaheim a
model for other cities to follow. We demand that you address these concerns in this month’s city council
meetings, and work to ensure the safety of all our citizens.
Best,
Sana Azam
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Public Comment
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edgar Arellano
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 12:43 PM
Public Comment; Harry Sidhu (Mayor); Stephen Faessel; Denise Barnes; Jordan
Brandman; Jose Moreno; Lucille Kring; Trevor O'Neil
Anaheim Police Department

Congratulations
What a tremendous display of our over‐bloated Anaheim Police Department. Thank you for showing us the heavy
military grade equipment our police have been hoarding year after year to better dominate our streets. It was a great
display of over allocated budgets, increased militarization, and a local government that will create a warzone out of fear
of its citizens. Our streets look nothing like a ‘world class city’ and more like a violent poverty stricken country. Out of
fear. We remember all the times our own Police Department brutalized our neighbors, one of the latest right down the
street from me, on Palais, after an off‐duty cop harassed and discharged his gun at kids after school. Are you ready to
create change like our community is?
After covid related budget reductions, the budget allocated for the Police is still at about 42%! Only a 17% reduction
from 2019, and still an overwhelming part of our budget. After covid! I don’t see how such a high allocation of the
budget to the Police Department will help guide our city out of this current health & financial disaster. We need to
diversify our expenses to better deal with the emergencies facing Anaheim & region. Please listen to the many calls for
defunding the Police. They are not equipped to properly address all the situations that will arise due to covid impacts.
They have shown time and time again that they are not the solution. Furthermore, adopt the 8 can’t wait
recommendations to reform police actions NOW! The eight policies include banning chokeholds and strangleholds,
banning shooting at moving vehicles, exhausting all alternatives before shooting, requiring that all use of force be
reported, requiring a warning before shooting, requiring officers to stop another officer from using excessive force, and
limiting the types of force and/or weapons that can be used to respond to specific types of resistance.
There has long been over‐enforcement, and heavy use of force against our own citizens to justify a bloated department
that produces only burdens for our city. Some of you were so proud to show off such a great force. In the streets, like
many times before, were mostly kids & supporters peacefully yet angrily expressing their frustration at the many years
of police brutality on our own streets. You created a warzone around our neighborhood jewel, the library. They had
worked so hard to maintain normalcy, by hosting curbside library lending for the many families that depend on it for
enrichment & child development. I condemn the police for making this community center look like a danger zone,
inaccessible to the community. It is embarrassing.

Do better,

Edgar Arellano
Citizen & Business Owner District 2
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